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Selected As A Beat All Round Kentucky Commu
nity Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

nited Press International
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In Our 90th Year

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, April
23, 1969
Seventeen Persons
Fined In Court Of
Judge Jake Dunn

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXX No. 96

MEETINO AT KIRKSEY ANSWERS
MORI QUESTION ON MERGER

Seventeen persons were cher*
ed, entered pleas of gulity, aid
were fined in the City Court o/
City Judge William H. (JA)
Dunn during the pest week. ReWe would just as soon that the
cords show the fohowing occur*either make up its mind as
red:
$o whether it wants to have
•
J. E. Biggs, reckless driving.
spring or more cold weather.
amended no breach of pews,
We get a couple,, of days of
lined $15.00 costs $4.50.
orious
then the
H. C. Carter, improper regisuds form again with threats
tration, fined $25.00 costs $4.50.
rain.
C. V. Burton, public drunk•
fined $15.00 costs Kat
now from the Fulton DalL T. Ragedivie, reales drivlas/air comes the following:
A program, "The Art and
ing, flood $15.00 costs $4.50.
Craft of Flower Making", will
J. M. Wright, petty larceny,
you know, of course, what
be presented at the Murraylined $50.00 costs $4.50.
An open meeting, sponsored the city Donna district, that
in cheek means. Its a
nalloway County library ThursRobert Hirt., public drunkby the Kirksey Elementary more revenue was slowly being
Mrs.
Henry McK•nzle, Murray, (left) was elected a state •
with a message but not
day
morning
at ten o'clock. The School Parentfined' $15.00 coots $4.50.
delegate to the convention of Supreme Chapter PEO
Teacher Assoc- taken from the county and placto be taken literally.
in Des
IL 0. Poyner, driving while
Seventeen members of Boy arzittsel construction of several iation, was held Tuesday even- ed in the
Moines, Iowa. Mn. Alfred Lindsay, Jr. of Murray
g on satire, but not
city school tax relower creations and the mawas elect- intoxicated, amended to reek- Scout Troop No.
7'7 were honing at the school to discuss the venue.
ed treasurer of Kentucky State Chapter.
Ersough humor to take
less driving, fined $100.00 coats ored at a Court of Honor Mon- terials needed will be shown.
proposed building fund tax and
the sting. That sort of
The city school district used
$4.50, no operatoes license, day night at First Christian Some of the flower craft to be
the proposed merger of the Cal- to end at 12th Street on the
shown
will
be:
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
antiqueing, press- loway County
Church. Awards included Tenand Murray Inde- west and the Clarks River on
George Weeks, public drunk- derfoot, Second Class, First ed, felt, paper mache', and se- pendent
School districts.
the east, but now the city
ay, tongue in cheek is
enness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. Class, merit badges, and badges veral different designs of paper
Lubie Parrish, Kirksey School school district extends to
the article is sent in Iv
18th
W. F. Barnett, improper paw- of office and years Of service flower:.
reader from the National RuThe Carter PTA will meet
(Continued vn raw fen)
Homemakers are issued a spe- board member, acted as master
ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
pins.
ceremon
of
ies
introdu
and
Letter Carrier, which is a Thursday, April 24, at 7:00 p.m.
ced
cial invitation and the public is
G. W. House, no cab card in
0. B. Boone, Scoutmaster,
paper for letter carriers. at the Carter School. The meetcordially invited to attend this Supt. Buron Jeffrey, Asst, Supt,
Word has been received of unit, fined $19.00 costs $4.50. challen
ged and welcomed the
William B. Miller, Kirksey Prinwritten by Bill Rounds edi- ing will consist of open house the death of Jimmy
aok,•
National
Delmer Hobbs, no card in following Tenderfoot candidat- program.
R. WhiteLibrary
of the Missouri Rural Car- st which time parents can visit head of East Chicago
Week is being celebrated at the cipal M. B. Rogers, arid three
unit, fined $19.00 costs $4.50. es: Ronald Billingt
.
on, Mike
members of the Kirksey Citizens
which is a trade paper for the rooms to see the work of
Whitehead, age 31, was killB. G. Campbell, riding motor- Burkeen, Bobby .Knight Lynn library this week and this is
,
the pupils.
who.
one of the programs offered to committee, Billy Smith, Charles
ed April 15 near his home in cycle without helmet, fined
Roberts, Mark Schmidt, Mark the
Coleman, and Ray Broach.
There will be a brief business East Chicago when his
public.
car over- $10.00 cons suspended.
Thurman, and Tim Wallen.
some good advice for folks meeting before open house turned pinning
Those
taking part in the pro- The- other two committee
J. L. Margin/mkt reckless drihim under his
Ronald Billington also remembers, Max Hurt and James
have their mall delivered which will be the last meeting car in four feet
of water. He ving, emended to disorderly ceived his Second Class award. gram are: Mrs. Wallace Ford, Tucker, were
The Triai-Y Club of Murray
unable to attend
rural routes, and it goes of the year. Mrs. James M. Byrn, was the nephew of
Mrs. Rosa- conduct, fined $15.00 costs Earl Douglas, Advancement Mrs. Robert Hopkins, Mrs. Jules due to Hurt
being out of town High School won the award
chairman of the nominating lee KeLso of Lynn
thusly.
Harcour
t,
Mrs.
Humphr
ies Key,
Grove who SAO.
Chairman for this District, ex- Mrs.
and honor of being selected the
committee will present their re- left April le to
Ken Adams, Mrs. Bobby and Tucker installing special
Franklin Lamb, driving on plained
be with the
requirements, Grown, Mrs.
equipment at his Grade A milk number one club in the state
the
I. If you have 3 or more let- port after which officers will family.
Roger Hayes and
revoked license, fined $29.00 which chiefly involve
of Kentucky at the Kentucky
barn.
d develop- Mrs. Donald Story.
t° mail, lay one in box, put be elected and installed.
§grvices were held Saturday 02.1.0 $4.50.
ing romping skills.
Supt. Jeffrey opened tie die. Yank
All parents of the 'Carter Ele- at one p.m. Mr.
-varmint On top, then anD. S. Rector, reckless driving. Steve Porter advance
Whitehead Is
cussion by giving the back- Frankfort.
•
d to the
other letter, 8 more pennies, mentary School are invited and survived by his
lined
$15.00 coats $4.50.
wife, two
This award was presented by
rank of First Class. Requireground of the many surveys
etc. This can be a great help to urged to attend this meeting.
daughters, parents, three sisments for this award included
and meetings held with the the Y. M. C. A. of Kentucky,
The annual spring musical ters, several aunts,
your carrier's waist line when
uncles, and
two cimPing trips of 24 hours
board and citizens of the coun- sponsors of the assembly. The
he gets out and bends over look- program will be presented Fri. cousins.
each, pitching a tent, sanitation,
ty as to the best method to fur- Murray High club earned a
ing for the pennies which are day. May 2, by the school under
The deceased was the manThe
Boots
and Slippers ther the cause of educati
preparation of food identifying
on in total of 3,750 points nut of a
sure to fall out in the weeds or the direction of Mrs. Joan Bow- ager of Peterson Pontiac
Sales
10 shrubs and trees, increased Square Dance Club will have the county and especially the 3,000 point system. Points were
ker.
gravel or snow.
of East Chicago and was a
experience in first a41, and pro- Its regular dance on Saturday, need for better schools for the given on service projects in
member of Ohio Valley Baptist
April 26, at eight p. m. at the element
ONE CITED
ficiency in morse code.
ary schools of the coun- areas within the community and
2. Try to get your mailbox lid
One person was cited f o r Church, LaC,enter.
school.
Merit badges were awarded American Legion building.
ty.
Bill
Dunn
reckles
s driving by the Murray
will be the cailer. Jeffrey said with the
Some of the service projects
(Continued On Pigs Ten)
to David Gore for first aid,
annexAll
square dances and spectat- ation of
Police Department on Monday.
included 400 hours of volunteer
Tony Garner for leather craft,
more
propert
y
from
ors are invited to attend.
and Ken Harrell for nature stut he county school district to work by members at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
collecting $100 for the Lion's
ong those who received
The second Annual All-CounClub Telethon, a flredrill safety Band Festival will be held .ew badges of office was David
ty project, presentation of a
Keller, who received a badge
A two oar collision was in- on Saturday, April Z. Band
flag to Murray High, making
vestigated by the Murray Po- Students from the six county for Junior Assistant Scoutmastray favors for the Murray-CalDavid,
ter.
Scout,
Eagle
an
will
grade
schools
of
Almo,
lice Department on Tuesday at
Faxon,
loway Convalescent Division
4:26 p. m. on Poplar Street. No Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn Grove, assist Mr. Boone in meetings
and helping needy families at
Student journalists from Ken- ians, including Lt. Gov. Wen- Injuries were reported.
and New Concord will partici- and with training.
Murray state
University's administered to Max Russell Thanksgiving and Christmas.
tacky colleges and universities dell Ford and former U. Gov.
Cars involved were a 1984 pate. Rehearsals will begin at Others honored were: Mike board
of regents made two new Murray, a junior at the univer- Donna Jones is club president.
Alexander as Librarian; Allen
will be in Murray April 25-20 Harry Lee Waterfield, are Ford four door sedan
9:00
a.m.
at
Callowa
y
County
driven
Cunningham his five year pin; appointments yesterday—Robert sity, as the non-voting student Tri-Hi-Y delegates were Debfor the 42nd annual spring scheduled to appear on the two- by Dwaine Donovan Baker
of High School and continue un- Mitchell Cunningham
bie Steele, Darlene Stuart, Kahis one K. Saar as campus ombudsman
meeting of the Kentucky Inter- day program, which marks the 314 Irvan, Murray, and a 1904 til 2:30 p.m.
(Continued On Pain Ten)
thy Lockhart, Mary Matarazzo,
year pin; Rawley Fair as Assist- and Norman 0. Lane as dean
first time in more than 10 years Wan:while four door
collegiate Press Association.
hardboo
During the day, the advanced ant Senior Patrol Leader; Tony of men.
Paula Owen, Olivia Cook, Beth
Murray State has served as con- driven by Headley Allen
Swift and beginning
Lane will assume some of the
Several well-known Kentuck- vention host.
Tuck and Celia Simmons. Mrs.
band students Gardner as Assistant Patrol
of Benton Route Three.
will, be rehearsed by Mrs. Car- Leader; David Gore as Patrol duties formerly performed by
Kenneth Owen accompanied the
All Friday sessions will be
Police said Swift, going west olyn
Pigg, Band Director; Mrs. Leader; Ken Harrell as Senior J. M.att. Sparkman, former dean
girls. Sponsors for the club are
on Poplar Street, made a left
(Continued On Page Ten)
icki Stasko, Student Director; Patrol Leader; Charles Huss- of students who elected vice
Mrs. Lucille' Austin and Miss
turn and collided with the Bakand members of the high school ing as Assistant Senior Patrol president for student affairs at
Lala Cain.
er
car
going
eiret
on
Poplar
The New Concord Parents and
MURRAY MVP
band.
Leader; and, Steve Porter as the Last board meeting.
Street.
-4
The oath of office was also Teachers Club will sponsor a
• , Members of the Ili-Y Club
Scribe.
Damage to the Baker car was
country music jamboree on FriThe Murray Methodist Youth
t of Murray High School attended
An evening concert will be
on the right front and to the
day, April 25, at seven p. m.
the Kentucky Youth Assembly Fellowship Sub-District will Swift
held at 7:30 pin. Featured will
car on the right side.
at the school.
last week in Frankfort and Lea- meet Thursday, April 24, at
be numbers by each of the
Appearing on the program
lie Humphreys was named one seven p.m. at the Bethel Unitthree groups — the advanced
will be Danny McCuiaton and
of eight outstanding speakers ed Methodist Church. Everyone
elementary band, the beginnEddie West and Burt Young
Mrs. Inez H. Claxton attended the Travelers. The Kentuckians,
In the House. This award was Is urged to attend.
ing elementary bend, and the
of
the
Murray have been elected ofKentuc
ky
Division
B.
Taylor
J.
convent
and
the
Country
based on public speaking.
high school band. As a finale,
A Gospel Singing will be held ion of the American Associa- Tones, and the Murray Music ficers of Sigma Chi social fraA bill concerning mining
the
three
groups
will
combine
Word was recoiled this mornROTARY SPEAKER
ternity at Murray State Univerat the Mt. Sinai Baptist Church, tion of University Women held Makers.
safety nas cosponsored by the
ing about 5:15 of the death to form a mass band of approx- located north of
in Danville April 18-19.
The admission will be 7 sity.
Buchana
n,4
81-Y and Tri411-Y Clubs of
imately
105 students, and play
Bill Furgerson, head football of McKinley Hopkins of ColdWest, son of Mr. and Mrs
Tenn., on the Clayton Town The Murray woman repre- cents for adults and 35 c
Murray High and it passed untwo numbers
coach at Murray State Univer- iron, Ky.
Ed
sented
M. West Sr. of 301 North
Road,
the
Murray
for
student
on
s.
Branch
Friday,
of
April
2.5,
at
animously in the committee,
the AAUW. She is the newly
Fourth Street, has assumed the
seven p.m.
nce Hopkins is the father of Walr. the House and the Senate. It y and Ohio Valley Confere
The
public
is
invited
to
the
duties of pledge trainer. A junElected president,for the Murwas the ter Hopkins of Aimo Route concert
--- -wet signed by the Youth Asat 7:30 p.m. in Jeffrey
The featured quartets will tie ray Branch for
ior biology and chemistry maspeaker at the Monday One.
the
two
yes
sembly governor. Debbie Steele
Gymnas
ium at Calloway Coun- The Galileans and The Gospel period
Funeral arrangements are injor with a minor in military sci1969-71.
re and John Belote served on the night meeting of the Mayfield complete.
ty High School. Admission is Aires. There will also be local
ence, he has served as ritual
Serving with Mrs. Claxtot
Rotary Club.
governor's cabinet.
free
soloists, duets, and trios along will be
Mrs. Nadine Turner The Calloway County High chairman also.
lii-Y delegates included Steve
with congregational singing.
first vice-president; Mrs. Jud School Band Boosters Club will
The new Sigma Chi historian
Knight, Jim Bryant, Bill Pasco,
Bro. F. C. Prince, pastor, in- ith Beam, second vice-president meet Thursday, April 24, at is Young, a sophomore chemisDavid Buckingham, Steve Comptry and biology- major. He is
vites all singers and spectators Mrs. M. P. Christopher, were- 7:30 pin, at the school.
ton, Leslie Humphreys, Paul
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
tary;
Mrs.
Effie
Kemp,
trerusurAll
parents
to
are
urged
attend.
atto
Bryant, Mark Blankenship, John
er.
Young of 412 South 16th Street.
tend.
Belote, Lee Crites, Mike Boyd
and Cary Brandon. They were
accompanied by their sponsor,
Mr. Charles Archer and Bill

Court Of
Honor Held
By Troop 77

Program On Flower
Making Is Thursday
At Local Library

Meet Last Night Apparently
Irons Out Misunderstandings

Carter PTA Will
Meet On Thursday Jimmy R. Whitehead
Reported Killed In
Wreck Last Week

'ears
ranty
Charge

oner will
ird-Ellcins.
lo not have

r HEY

Tri-Hi-Y Wins Honor

K1PA Will Hold Meeting
Here Friday And Saturday

Two Car Collision
Occurs Tuesday
On Poplar Street

All-County
Band Festival
Is Saturday

Boofi & Slippers
ClubPlans Dance

New Ombudsman & Dean of
Men Named,At Murray State
Country Jamboree
Planned Friday At
New Concord School

Hi-Y Club Attends
Youth Assembly

McKinley Hopkins
Dies In Coldiron

t

Two Murray Men
Elected Officers
Of Fraternity

Mrs. Inez Claxton
Gospel Singing To Attends State Meet
Be Held On Friday

4,-of,the.-Yese

Band boosters To
Meet On Thursday

First Machine Of Its Kind In
The Nation Is Installed At
Ryan Milk Company Here i„WEATHER REPORT
erYant•

ONE CITED

One person was cited for
Ileckleas driving on Tuesday by
allp Murray Police Department.

Usual Pr••• IsSioniatlamal

by United Press International

George Huffman, Vice-presi
dent of Ex-Cell-0 Corporation
and president of Pure Pak Corporation visited M Murray yesterday to inspect the first factory built and designed aseptic
Pure Pak machine to be installed in America. The machine is
located at the Ryan Milk Company of Murray.

Mostly cloudy north to sunny
anuth tod.ii.and cool with a
few light showers northeast,
high in the 80s. Clear and cooler tonight, low upper 30s north
to low 40s south. Fair and a
rhe machine is designed to
little warmer Thursday.
package sterile dairy products
in a sterile carton so that the
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 358.3, product will keep
for long per,own 0.2.
iods freeof bacteria or spoilage.
Below dam 3202, down 1.9,
Ex-Cello-0 is the number one
'live gates open
firm which makes pafkaging
Barkley Lake: 7 am. 338.3, units for milk the world
_over.
.own 04
The process, which Ryan
Below dam 327.2, down 1.1 Milk Company now has in oper•
Sunrise 5q2; sunset 8:38.
ation, involves the use of specMoon sets 12:50 am.
foil lined cartons. Allhoagh
. _ • .

. -1

still somewnai experimental in with
sour cream, cottage cheese,
nature, the process is in use tetra
pak creamers, dips, butat this time. Ryan will package termilk
, buttermilk starter, yowhipping cream, coffee cream, gurt,
whipping cream, coffee
half-and-half, and other by-pro: cream,
lemonade base and many
ducts for many plants over a other
dairy products and bysixteen state area.
products, as well as certain selThe company is now prepar- ected non-dai
ry products.
ing to ship products to Florida,
Mr. Huffman was accompanNew Orleans, North Carolina, ied to
Murray by other officials
Virginia, Illinois, Indiana, Ark- of the
firm. V. G. Castiglione,
anus, Iowa, Mississippi, Alaba- Interna
tional Sales Manager, J.<>
ma, Tennessee and Atlanta, W. Radke,
General Sales ManGeorgia. New accounts are ex- ager, D.
W. Beier, Executive
pected to be added at • later Assistant
to the Vice-President.
time.
The group flew to Murray from
The firm uses all Grade A Detroit via
Lear Jet, landing at
Class I Milk and crate pro- Paducah
. With the extension Jf
duced in this area.
the runway at Kyle Field, such
The General Dairy Division jets can
land at Murray.
of Ryin Milk now services 135
Mr. Huffman expressed plea
dairies from once to twice each
weak over the sixteen state area
(Continued On Pape Ten)

FIRST IN MURRAY AND THE NATION —
& if
.Oasis
. _
Is-Cell-0 and Pure Pak Corporations
and local Ryan Milk
officials discuss the first factory built and designe
d aseotic
Pure Pak machine for packaging dairy products. From
left to
r4ai4 are George Huffman, Vice-President of Ei-C•11.0 Con-

Pct.'''. FM Preside. of Ron Pak Corporation, V. G. iesninon*, litternstlenel Sakai Manager, J. W.
Radice, General
Sales Manager, D. W. Bier, Executive Assistan
t le the VicePresident and James Owyhee. Melds if
,.
Ryon Mill' 411110
PrinV.

(Staff photo by Gene MeCuteheon)
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To Portray Hull

F THE LEDGER & TIMES Quotes From The News
F

HOLLYWOOD
(UPI)
Veteran character acter George
Macready will play World War 11
Secretary of State Cordell Hull
in "Tora! bra! Tora!"

UNIIMD PUS& INTIOINATIONAL

rimanum by LIDO= & mos rina.runim COMPANY.

las.. CansoWallas of the Murray Ledger, lb Calkrway Thum end
Times-Harald, October in 11S. and the West Kesitutnisa.
WASBINOTON — Clifford L. Ales:ender, who is reasinary 1. UNA
alining as chairman of the Equal Employment Opporlee N. Mb Oren. Murray, issiswilw 48171
tunity Commiasion, as saying the progres

• *

s of the fight

gltn_IftVgi_

oo.. uss

NATIONAL 1111PRIMItiTaTIVINI: WALIACIII WITMER
CATOCTIN PARK, Md. — A Job Corps member, askMadison Am, Memphis. Tn.; lime•LW Mg.Maw Twit N.Y.,
ed by Sen. Gaylord Nelson of Wiatiozugn what he will do
allaphenson Nadi- Detroit. Mk&
when the corps center closes:
Metered at the Fast Office, Murray. ICiatradef. far tramakelna ell
"There's nothing to do but go back on the streets
flecand Cams WAERNt
RaTIS: By Carrier W Murray, per week abg. pur
Month $1.53. InCadoway and &Wren' counties. per year. 0.10;
Zama 1 Ss I. Mee; 111sewbers UAW All service sublertptions NAM

"Ma Ommesmehe Chia easst et a Cenenemity is the
Insageny st lie Newssaper

WEDN1MDAY — APRIL 23, 1969
eh
We

• A.

A FORWARD STEP
•

NOW!
SEASON'S
BEST BUY

where you come from."

LONDON — Bernadette Devlin. 22-year-old civil
rights leader from Northern Ireland, breaking tradition
W deliver a speech on her first day as a member of parliament:
-The people of Northern Ireland are being oppressed,
not only by a Tory government, but by a corrupt, bigoted
and self-interested They government with whom the
Tories in this home should be ashamed to associate
themselves."

Robert Mee

Robert Rice Is
Elected Secretary,
Life Of Kentucky
Robert H. Rice, associate gen-

WESTERN STARS HEADLINE MUSIC SHOW—
Some of the nation's outstanding country music stars
will be in Louisville Derby week for the 13th Annual
Philip Morris Derby Festival Music Show. Dottie
West (right), the Queen of Country Music, and
George Lindsey (left), better known as Goober, the
star of Mayberry R. F. D., will be on hand to entertain at the FREE show. This year's event will be held
at Freedom Hall at the Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center, Wednesday night, April 30th at 8 p.m.

REYKJAVIK, Iceland — Dr. Skull Thoroddsen, who eral counsel of Life Insuranze
community meeting Monday night marked great
Pli
wants to duel to the death with a representative of the Company of Kentucky, has been
forward progress in explaining the proposed school
elected secretary of the Louisqueen of England to get NATO troops removed from
Ice- ville based firm. The announcemerger in Calloway County.
land:
ment
Both school boards were present and approximately
"The only thing I asked was that the British govern- board was made following a
of directors meeting held
as 90 per cent of those people in attendance were county ment pay for my burial if I lose."
here.
voters.
Rice has been with the ODMpany since receiving his Doctor
It was clearly brought out that both the county
of Jurisprudence degree at the
LEDGES & 1111•18 FHA
salmi board and the city school board members are in
University of Kentucky Law
favor of the merger. It was also made crystal clear that
Mears Lamest Seim Air
LUKAS & TOM FMB
School in 1987. As secretary,
Letter carriers from the West Kentucky District Asonce the merger is made, the county school board will
he succeeds Lawrence L Pedsociation of Letter Carriers are meeting in Murray tobe in complete control. There will be no possibility for
The Calloway Fiscal Court yesterday announced that ky, who remains vice president day.
It is the semi-annual gathering of the Association
and
general
counsel
of Life of
the city school board to gain control since there will be they will receive bids for the construction of the Calloand Auxiliary
Kentuck
y.
way County consolidated high school until May 12.
no city school board.
Walter Moser, Jr., left for Louisville to attend the
Rice graduated from Murray
Mrs. George Bailey Adams age 76, died yesterd
The question uppermost in the minds of those atay State University with a B.S Constitutional Convention of the Kentucky Youth Asat her home in Detroit Mich.
Murray Home and
degree in 1964 and was employ- sembly. He was elected secretary of state of
tending the comanmity meeting was not that the merger
the Assembly
ed
by
the
Lexington law firm in March.
Auto Store
was not a good proposal, but, that who would run
the
Miss Benito. Ann Maddox, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. of Sturgill, Moreland, and TurNew officers of the Kirksey PTA are Mrs. Hansel
school system. We believe this question was satisfactorily
Benny Maddox, has received information that she is ner while attending UX.
Ezell, Mrs. Hal 'Fucker, Mrs. Howard Bazzell, and Mrs.'
answered. In future years a county school board will
Rice, who is 28, came to Ken- Loyd Cunningham.
be among the ten highest rating girls of Kentucky in the
elected 'to operate the entire school system.
1959 Betty Crocker Search for the American Homemaker tucky from Carmi, Illinois,
The April term of the Calloway Circuit Court heard
git
where he attended Canal several
No one seems to question the fact that someth
Tomorrow.
or
cases this week.
ing
Township High School.
must be done. For Instance Calloway County High
has a
Army Pvt. Leroy Todd, son of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie D.
present enrollment of 692 students and next fall
Who in American Education,"
this Todd of Almo
Route One, recently completed the six
enrollment is expected to rise to 750. Murray High
"The Dictionary of International
School week parts supply course at the Engine
School. Fort
has an enrollment of 840 students. Murray High
Biography," "The Royal Blue
has
be United Prim
-twice the number of students the building was design
'Co
Today is Wednesday, April
t°rrYcd
nmunityziaaricall
Leadefor which accounts for a former coal bin being
11
23, the 113th day of 1969 with
used
rs of America," and "Persona110111111111M
for a classroom_
252 to follow.
lities of the South," She is also
Calloway County High is pressed for space.
The moon is approaching Its
member of the Honorable Order
a
Classes
first quarter.
of Kentucky Colonels.
are even being conducted in laboratory areas
Starts Thursday
since the
Se
The morning !taus are Venus,
WSM—T
V
WLAC—T
V
n
SI
—
IN
X
Dr. Betty J. Hinton, associate
whom was designed for 550 to 600 students.
April 24th
Mars and Saturn.
Casmael 4
Chasse' s
Ckanael g
professor of speech and director
se
It has been proved to us many times that Callowa
The
evening
stars
are
Mercuy
WEDNESDAY EVE mire, ea0GRAMS
study in speech at Murray State
ry and Jupiter.
County people can accomplish almost anythi
IN GHASTLY COLOR
Sots News: Wthr n Soot,
ng they set
University, has been notified that
. broetr
Be
On
=Lir
this
6
'
day in history:
HOti Can. W. sere
their hearts on.
GeddRene Plow
Here Canoe To irides
In 1898, George M. Cohan her biography will be included in
7 CV=
Gond °Sri
ab
Km. Randle
-This school merger is a tremendous forward.
asked
for volunteers to enter. the first annual edition of "The
step
Moyle
Two Thousand Women of Achieto
LS
'St
A vote for the tax to accomplish this
=rwsitr'
"`".,
-What Peke Giro
tam
n
the
American ExpeditionGrUeSOM
merger, is Invement."
komme
• leed a vote
Macil
ary
Forces
overseas
• 9 1"""AOdFiLr'w
. Almost
lartmes•
for the merger itself It goes without saying
WM*
The international publication,
every performer present offer
Sets. News:
Soor t. Nies
that the merger cannot be accomplished
Perry Mime,
May Bishop Shaw
without the
ed to join the overseas troupe scheduled to come out in May,
Joey BIOKO Show
A
tax_
11 1I".4.1
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Bible ThoughtFoiToday
Ye shall keep the sabbath therefore; for it is holy
unto you. —Exodus 31:14.
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Reds Cnish Houston 14-0
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142
3:20, 7:10 & 9:31I
Famechon was forced to chan- Martha Alla
It caught Zyglewicz flush on
.
140
ge his right glove before thefinal Onia Birdsong
140
the
side
of
his
face,
spunhis
head
I On Sale for
around like it was on a swivel, round because a wad of padding Peggy
138
13(e
and sent the suddenly senseless trailed from the mitt after it Verona Grogan
Glenda Hill
s.
split in the sixth round.
132
challenger &mu for good.
Valada Stuart
131
•
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TOM
EASON'S
EST BUY

IMAGINE!
,000 BTU's

12g"
EDDERS
only $

Sports Parade

•..•
Baseball
Standings

Murray High
Basketballers
Get Letters

me in today...
Ile cool tonight!

Umpires Hope
To Re-instate
Fired Pair

turray Home and
Auto _Store

Drivesin

at

tarts Thursday

Joe Frazier
Made $1,000
Each Second

Harrelson To
End Retirement

Sale! Men's

Permanent Press
DRESS SHIRTS
With Spread or Button-down Collars
Short Sleeve Styles

BOWLING
STANDINGS

EIN ..INN
Y HAM
AKS

MOTHERS LOOK!!

Grand Opening Special
Uncle Jeff's Discount
2 DAYS ONLY AT

641 (Hazel Hwy.) - Murray, Kentucky

FRIDAY & SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 26
11:00a.m. to 6:00 Pan.

ITT JUDGE

- A Beautiful Miniature Color

Portrait of Your Child

ENDS

ONLY 590

od grief
; candy!

Children up to 10
No Appointment Needed
Finished Portrait Delivered
Within 10 Days

candy

COLOR PORTRAIT
BY LITTON

s
717;

•
4.
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Mrs.Smith Elected Alternate Delegate Erwin Home Scene
To National Woodmen Convention, July Of Blankenship
Mzs. Few (GisadiS) Soda was tor their entry
in the scrapbook Circle Meeting
meetly steeled allernote de-

[Mrs.J. B. Burkeen
dimeatce,

VTEDNESDAY — A PRTT. 23. 11i69
-

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

The Biankeaship Circle of
motet. The contest covered a
legate M the Nsbead Wood- two
year period and was judged the South Pleasant Grove Unitmen Comisedies di*
be on originali
ed Methodist Church met Thursty,
held in San
WOK' ability, continuit activities. din' day, April 10, at the home of
y,
and
neabiess
.
th The cover
nia, in July Mk Iles.
was designed by Mrs. James Dale Erwin.
was elected to represent KeeMrs. Ted Cunningham and
Bevgen Young in the sororits
tucky.
colors of blush pink and apple Mrs. Roy Cothran were In
presiden
The delegate is
t of green.
Yarn was interwoven to charge of the program entitled
the Osmicron Alpha chapter, form
the
sorority torch pin and "Adventism In Giving". The
Thu Phi Lambda Sorority.
sorority flower, pink rose. Con- scripture was taken from RoWoodmen of the World. She
tinuity was carried out through awe 12:643 and R Corinthian.
served as chapter waieluesain
each
month's cover page by the 8:14.
Kentuck
1968 and is
y Slate son. yarn
The president, Mrs. Noel
rose which was deigned
orgy rally treasurer and West
The Cordella Erwin Circle of
The Home Department of the
Buchanan, presided, and in.
by Barbers Priddy.
Wednesday, April 23
Kentucky watchmen for courts,
the Women's Society of ChristMurray Woman's Club held its
Page
roll.
called
Bill
the
Others
Murray
,
Neighbor
assisting
hood
with
Girl
the
groves, and sororities.
ian Service of the South Plearegular meeting at the deb
scrapbook preparation
Others present were Mrs. Riwere
sant Grove United Methodist Scout Association will meet at house on Thursday, April 17.
Mrs. Smith represented the
Jeanie Lamb, Linda Waugh, Pa- chard Nesbitt, Mrs. Gary CoopMurray dagger in the 19118
Church met Monday, April 14, the scout cabin at nine cm. at two o'clock in the
afternoon.
tricia Burkett, Sylvia Carrico, er, Mrs. Gene Carson, Mrs.
Mrs. Tau Phi Lambda state conat seven o'clock in the even- Plans for day camp will be
James Rogers, and Mrs. Bob
made.
test and wee Int miser up. Glenda Smith, Carolyn Parks,
ing at the church.
A
special
feature
of
the pro.
•••
Jean Rkberson, and Loretta Hill.
She is eerviag as trimmer of
Mrs. Dee Wisehart gave the
gram was the showing of baby
Refreshments were served by
The ladies day luncheon will
the Wombass _..á.j _j
devotion. Group singing was
pictures by the members. Mrs.
Mrs. Erwin and Mrs. Buchanan.
Glenda ems the local chapled by Mrs. Imogene Paschall be served at noon at the Callo- Lottie Key, Mrs. I. H. Key, and
Se.
Mrs. Den Tinker, Oakdale Drive, has been named swiway
County
Country
Club.
Hoster's delegate to the state conaccompanied at the piano by
Mrs. Cy Miller tied for guessvel clubman of the 1969 Spring Chown)
tesses will be Mesdames Fred
, Sall. Plans for the
vention in Lenierille. She reMrs. Ruby Harrell.
ing who the persons IWO
ball, an annual event sponsored by the Murray Woman's
ells, Prue Kelly, Joe Brunk,
presented the chapter by tak"Days of Discovery" was the
from the pictures.
Club, are being made now. It will be held at the Calloway
ing the bled pert in the Dream
topic of the program presented W C.. Elkins, L D. Miller, A. Mrs. R. M. Miller, Mrs. Dwight
The Lynn Grove 4-H Club
County
Simmons
W.
Country Club on June 7 wit% proceeds being donated
Jr.,
,
Ed
Wed,
J.
Ceremony preeented at the cocby Mrs.:.Imogene Paschall. A
to the Calloway Ceunry Mental Health Center,
veatien Wry Prinalb. Cod& Lou- first year cooking class held its
summer experience with new R Ammons, Glenn Doran, Ray- Crisp, and Mrs. W. A. Wilson
on
iseWe, Madbeinville. and Mur- third meeting of the year on
forms of miniglry in Middle mond Hewitt, Laverne On, were in charge of the program"FHA'ers Open Doors
Monday, April 14.
Mrs. Carl Lockhart, treasurer. Conan,
wt
ray chapters.
Mrs. 0. C. Wells, Mrs44
Health and Communion Missouri was given by Mrs. Pas- Matt Sparkman, and Max WhitGood
me vice-chairman, Mrs L H. The attenden
The group dimmed the
ford
Mrs.
ce contest was R. D. Langston
John
Gregory
voi
will
be
Mrs. Smith bolds a gold pin
chill,
assisted by Mrs. Either
theme of th
the
was
, Mrs. F. B.
Leas"
presided
*Menai
Key,
of
the
in
on
for her proficiency in Oneidas things they bed sosemplisbed amestiog of the Kentucky Ink Gooch, Mrs. Clovis Brown, Mrs. hostess for the bridge ausion the chairman, Mrs. John D. completed at this meeting, and Crouch, Mrs. John Stamps, Mrs
thus
far
the
and
winners
erste
starting
assigund
captaine
at
9:30
addd
a.m.
by
Mrs.
tic work.
R. L. Stinker, and Mrs. Robert
Ruby Harrell, Mrs. Clara BranDieziet of the Future
Stamps.
•••
W. A. Wilson will be entertain- Smith.
She is employed by Tidwell's itional werk to be cempletell be- mbar* of America held
don, Mrs. Hasel Jackson, and
New officers named for the ed
fore
the
next
miring
the
by
The ladies of the Oaks Counlosers, Mrs. Claude
on April day, April 19, at Lope Oak High Mrs. Ola Mae Brandon.
•• •
and resides on Bailey Rood with
They
ensuing club year were Mrs. Miller,
captain.
her husband, Roy, twin daiagb- 311.
School with the president, Miss each gave resources where try Club will have • "Come As John D. Stamps, chairman; Mn.
Cook
vegetables rapidly in as
Mrs. Sue Britt, leader, asked
ters. Lisa and Teresa, and son,
Marcia Merriwether of Ballard needs of ministry could be mm - You Are" breakfast at the club Albert Crider, vice-chairman; During the social hour re- little boiling
the girl's to make candy or cookwater as possible se
freshments were served by the
at 8:45 sm. A short business
Wade.
School,
presidMemorial
High
secretary
Mrs.
Noel
;
Melugin,
hostesses who were Mn, T. C. that when they are tender
The Murray chapter won see- ies for the next meeting.
The business was conducted will be held followed by bridge
ing.
Giris present were Benin
id in the state of Kentucky
Miss Angela Howard, district by Mrs. Imogene Paschall. Mrs. and golf. All members are urgBritt, Vicky Butterworth, Latreasurer, presented the theme Clovis Brown, secretary, reed ed to make reservations with
Rhea Miller, Markita Orr, Betmembers and advisors. the minutes, and Mrs. lather' the hostesses — Mrs. Rubin
ty Armstrong, Beth Humphreys, to the
Members
elected and installed ine Rickman, treasurer, gave James 753-3416, Mrs. Hillard
Dana Scott, Kathy Calhoun.
officers for the coming year her report. Mrs. Esther Gooch, Rogers 753-2665, or Mn. Allen
Petri Potts, Lisa Rogers, Kaconference treasurer, also gava Rose 753-3890 by April 21.
• ••
ren Darnell. Regina Windsor, in the afternoon with Susan
her report.
Hale,
leader
sons
Murray
of
Linda Hurt, Gay Howard. TamThursday, April 24
Delicious refreshments were
Mrs. Bobby Lynn Brown, the my Overbey, Kathy Jackson, High School, being elected disThe Annie Armstrong Group
former Awdrey Rieherdeaa, was Melina Roller, Donna Adams, trict sang leader for 1960-70. served to the seventeen mem- of the Hazel
Baptist Church
bers
by
Mrs.
Justine
Miss
Jennie
MurBarker
Story and
of
the bemires at a lovely planned Penny Oliver, June Murdock.
will meet at the home of Mrs.
ray High School woe inierted Mn. Jessie Phillips.
tea shower bold at the beau& and Debbie McClure.
rene Smotherman at 6:30 p.m.
•••
as a candidate Mr stabs FHA
hal bone of Mrs. Pet Trevedma
• ••
Maggie Russell will be in
from the district— mrandast -Delos- zwrilstrigirey,
rge of the program.
recreatio
running
will
be
for
nal
X
April IS, from two le foor-thir•••
Mader at the state FHA meetWI
ty o'clock in the afternoon.
The
Wrangler
s nub will
ing at Western State Univer/
The gracious hostesses for
t at seven p m. at the court
sity, Bowling Green, in June.
the occasion were Mrs. Tar 'aThe retiring district first
than, Win Shirley- Scarbrough,
h,
dent, - —Miel
Debbie --Mrs.-elet Young was
- Xtar_Thirinasri -Jones, president of Murray Mgt for the meeting of the"Wadei- The limpreirie Club will meet
Ve
---Sain Myers:
FHA, gave a report on the goals boro Homemakers Club held on t the home of Mrs. R. W.
Mrs. Ned Wilson, and Mrs. Erconcerni
ng the national project, Wednesday, April 16, at one hurchill, Cardinal Drive, at
win Court.
By United Press International
:30 p.m.
and
also
took part in the open- o'clock in the afternoon.
Mrs, Trevathan greeted the
The night shirtciress, a most
•• •
The very interesting and inguests at the front door in the beguiling look, is young, lag ritual and installation of
Departm
ent
formativ
e lemon on "Knits" The Zeta
entrance hall and invited them demure', appealingly feminine, new officers.
of the
miss Susanne
was given by Mrs Clinton Bur- I. urray Woman's Club will meet
• In the receiving lir.e cnr..-posed with big
Hale served
billowy sleeves, a
points
"
at
the
club
house at 7:30 p.m.
a member of nominating corn- chett. She stressed
of the honoree. her mother, bloused bodice and wide
moving mince for Group
hawi
Ellhsonll be the
B and pre- neck bands and facings, better l'Irs• Mart
Mrs. Bethel Richardson, and her skirt. The jewelry
to wear with
ways to make hems, and demon- guest speaker. Hostesses are
Z4n mother in-law,
Mrs.
Euclid It, suggests Monet: a layered stinted slate of officers for this
gave strated the new glue type hem- Mesdames C. H. Hulse, A. J.
group. Mias Nancy Mathis
Brown.
Murray
•mg.
necklace featuring a multitude
pp, Ralph McCuiston, Ace
a report on 'What time
For the occasion the honoree of slender
chains dangling both a High School chapter did to
yonlds, and .lehn
Mrs..-tiniell -Palmer, presidpro..chose to wear a burnt orange
41.
•
mini pendant and a whhiing mote national projects
ent,
preeiclet
Mrs.
David
Palmdress. Her mother wore a light
nugget. Nugget drop earrinp and
Friday,
April
25
er
gave
"the
devotion
and
Mrs.
The Murray High scrapbook
blue knit and her mother-inThe junior class, Calloway
a charming swirl pin at the waist was displayed by Miss ivy Lee Dee McDaniel led in prayer.
..
law a blue knit dress. They
nty High School, will proeffect of feminity. Brownfield, historian.
The secretary, Mn, Burchett,
▪
were all presented hostesses' .heighten the •
•
its three act play, "GrandMiss Jewel Dene Ellis, dis- called the roll with each mem• gift corsages of white carnetBest Years", at the school
The
slink
answerin
dress,
ber
g
disannin
with
the
most
gty
trict
advisor,
FHA
summarized
• ions.
7:30 p.m.
•
Mrs. Ned Wilson escorted the ample, devastatingly effective, is the day's meeting in the after- interesting person she knows.
•••
• guests to the bedrooms where contoured to the body, flounced noon by presenting an informa- Mrs. Clarence Culver gave th
A dessert card party open to
low over a soft skirt. Jewelry to tive talk suggesting ways FHA' treasurer's report.
the
infts
were
displayed. Miss
A
Mrs. Ernest Futrell led the the public will be held at the
Barbie Keel kept the register wear with it consists of long era can be better persons thr11
recreation and refreshments Student Union cafeteria from
at the table centered with a lariat of lacy motifs and slim ough goals presented.
Attending the meeting from were served to the eleven mem- 7:30 to 11:30 p.m., sponsored by
leeely arrangement of yellow chains terminating in trios of
the Welcome Wagon Newcom
•
mini-ti It can be looped Murray High School were Deb- bers and two visitors.
arid white daisies.
Other members present, not era Club. Bring own cards and
An arrangement of Japanese high or low in a long look, bie Jones, Susan Hale, Jennie
kets are one dollar each. For
mentioned, were
iris, yellow redoes, and holly in doubled around the throat for a Barker, Sumusne Bale, Mary'Lee previously
rvations call 753-6446.
a brandy miller was used cin high teasel effect, or tied about Brownfield. Nancy Mathis, Fay Mrs. Augusta Conner, Mrs. Ba• ••
the coffee table in the living the waist in an extrangent belt. Cope, and the advisor, Mrs. G. ron Palmer, Mrs. Wayne Hardie, and Mrs. Max Hurt. VisitDelicate tassel earrings and a pair T. Lilly.
room.
Saturday, April 26
•••
ors were Mrs. William Hutson
Refreshments
of
yellow of intricately pierced bracelets
A Country Music Show will
and Mrs. Virgil Nanny.
P
punch, white individual cakes add to the air of sophisticated
The next meeting will b e be held at the Kirksey School
zi
with yellow roses, mints, and elegance.
held on Wednesday, May 21, at at 7:30 p.m. Six bands will be
*5*
p
nuts were served from the
one p.m. at the home of Mrs. featured. It is sponsored by the
beautifully appointed tea table
There ha been a lot of
Mrs. Herman Lovins is visit- Clarence Culver.
PTA.
aiv the den.
emphads on the shaped look in ing her
•••
•• •
daughter, Mrs. Charles
•
The table was overlaid with double-breasted jackets Byers,
,
Mr. Byers, and children
The Alpha Department of the
• a white cloth scalloped with according to
the American of Lexington this week.
Murray Woman's Club will meet
lace trim and centered with an Institute of Men's
- e •
and Boys'
at the club house for its lunchsi
arrangement of Japanese iris, Wear, but the
For many years, the seven
single-breasted
eon at 12 noon. Hostesses are
S
daisies, and snapdragons flank- silhouette
continues popular in fold tie (self-lined rather than
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, Miss Leed by yellow candles in silver low
Raymond Nall of the Ten- is Cai..11r
set two-button models, wool lined) was a big feature of
s. J. D. Rayburn
holders. The appointments were three
nessee
Valley
Authority was Mrs. Rff Overby, Miss Mary
-button models with close quality neckwear. It's coming
in silver.
the
speaker
at the meeting of
button placement and back. Another revival is the shirt
iter, and Miss Kathleen
A
Approximately one hundred
four-button models. Al] have the suit—with tailored tops and the Welcome Wagon Newcommod forty persons called or sent
• ••
features of shape—wide lapels, slacks of the same fabrtc in the ers Club Lek' on Thursday,
sifts during the afternoon.
April 17, at seven-thirty o'clock
demi vents and loneer coats.
same color.
The
Murray
State University
in the evening at the Commun.
omen's Society will have its
ity Center on Ellis Drive.
Nall spoke on the Land Be- spnng luncheon at the Wotween The Lakes.
man's Club house at 1210 p.m.
Two cakes were given away Mrs. S. M. Mattarano and Mrs.
CANTNECE
with Mrs. Linda Adams and Hugh Oakley are social chairMrs. Carol McDonald as the man, and Mrs. Fred Gingles is
winners.
chairman of the decorations
Hostesses were Mrs. Gayle committee.
Egnor, Mrs. Rowena Emerson
•• •
,
mid Mrs. Jo Gardone.
Sunday, April 27
• ••
The Wranglers will have a
horse show for members only
at two pm. Trophies will be
given and spectators are web

rusika.,
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Cordelia Erwin
Circle Has Meet
At The Church

Home Department
Guesses Pictures
At Regular Meet

Lynx Grove 4-H
Class Has Meeting Jennie Barker Is
Named Candidate
For State Office
7

prmg a e
LIMIT I NS

Mrs. Bobby Brown
Honored At Event
At Trevathan Home

Mrs. Clet Young
Hostess For Meet
Of Wadesboro Clu

t

FASHIONETTES

so

LINENS - SHEETS - TOWELS
1/4 - 1/3 0

•

RAIN i/3 SHIFTS

_

C

Cotton Dresses

OFF

1/4

ott
vos%

PERSONALS

Newcomers Club
Has Regular Meet

T

fr

April 24-25-26

1 GNP if

PANTY,HOSE

WHAVS

I

GIFTS FOR THE MANSION—Two cut-glass crystal
potes have been presented by the Kentucky Group and Old Eitglish silver comof the National Aasociation
of Bank Women as part of Mrs. Louie B. Nunn's
Executive Mansion refurbishing
project. Presenting the compotes were left to right:
Mrs. Mayrine D. Rogers,
secretary of the Kentucky Bank Women, Port
• Mrs. tOldnian B- Hamilton.
-41111seiresan, Glasgow: Mrs. Plittni: yrs.'Sue
134innen
, Horse Cave: and
11rs. Elizabeth B. Rogers, vige-chairman, Princet ,
on.
,

COME.

•••
Monday, April 28
The final meeting of the Association of Childhood Education will be a dinner at the Holiday Inn at six p.m. Make reservations by Thursday with Mrs.
Dulcie Douglas or Mrs. Crystal
Parks.
•••
Tuesday, April 29
The Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association will have
a call meeting at the home of
Mrs. B. H. Crawford, North 8th
Street, at two p.m.

By United Press Internati
onal
Make way for a five-second
button attacher that eliminate
s
the need for needle and thread.
The gadget, the size of
a
fountain pen is equipped with a
needle for piercing fabric and
attaching buttons with
synthetie.filament fasteners,
rather than thread.
•••
The
manufacturer says the operator
A new exerciser is based on
Miens the needle through
the one originally
designed for
button and fabric and
bushes the physical therapy
to relax and
handle, inserting a fastener
and strengthen the
ligaments and
attaching button. The
maker muscles of the lower
also said buttons or trim
back by
will
remain securely affixed creating traction through
suspension. The manufacturer
Indefinitely, Fasteners are
affected by /10.._Ile1eraentsnot says the device enables one to
or perfOrm ---bisie--piff
ry-c ening solvents.
allel — bar
suspension esercises with a
(Dennison).
Minion u m Of effort.
-

PATENT
HANDBAGS
$1.99
3/5.60 'A OFF
ENTIRE STOCK

Spring and Summer
SHOES
1/4
off

3 DAYS ONLY

SHEER MESH

PANTY HOSE

SHEER SUPPORT

neg. 1.95

O Nights
U
Till

Reg. 3.50

SPECIAL

1.59

Open
Friday

SALE PRICE

3/4.75

2.64

No Layaways

3/7.75

P.M.

No Approvals

^

•
e

•

•
•
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• Murray Grad
Will Speak
Here Friday

has been named genCharity Ball. Plans for the
I by the Murray Woman's
II be held at the Calloway
4th proceeds being donated
with Center.
ran, Mrs. 0. C. Wells, 111n.re
D. Langston, Mrs. F. B.
ouch, Mrs. John Stamps, ?dn.
L. Slinker, and Mrs. Robert
kith.
•••
Cook vegetables rapidly in
.tle boiling water as possible as
so
at when they are tender

John Fetterman, author and
staff writer for the Louisville
Courier-Journal and Times, will
be speaker and panelist at the
annual spring meeting of the
Kentucky Intercollegiate Press
Association here April 23.
A staff member of the Louisville papers for 12 years, he
was formerly editor of the College News, student publication
of Murray State University. He
4' was also news editor of t h e
Murray Ledger & Times for one
year.
His article and pictures on
strip mining were included in
the staff efforts that won for
the Courier-Journal the Pulitzer award for Community Service in 1987. His most recent
award wee the "Best Photo.
Journalism" award by the National Headliners Club for his
pictures and story in the Louisville
Courier-Journal
and
Times magazine. The article reported on the funeral of Pfc.
James Thurman Gibson of
Knott County, Ky., who was
killed in Vietnam.
Mr. Fetterman received the
B. S. Degree from Murray State
In 1948 and later did graduate
work at the University of Kentucky. He is a native of Danville, Ky., and his wife is the
former Evelyn Maner of Decatur, Ala. They have two daughters and one granddaughter.
He is the author of one book,
a text and "photographic study
of an Appalachian community."
It wan published in 1987 by E.
P. Dutton & Co., New York,
Mr. Fetterman dedicated it to
4 his
teacher at Murray, Dr. L
J. Hortin.
The Murray State News is
host for the Kentucky Inter.
-wilt:gist* Fleas Association
spring. Mr. Fetterman will
speak on "Creative Writing" at
the opening session Friday afternoon, April 25, at 1 p.m. at
Holiday Inn.

g
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SERVING YOU
k a PLEASURE 100Z JAR
PLE

IS A
ASING YOU

nt..CEIVES BONUS
MONTREAL UPI - Montreal
Expo pitcher Bill Stoneman got
a $2,000 bonus in his contract
Friday for pitching the major
league first no-hitter.
Stoneman hurled the no-hit,
no-run game against the Philad.
elphia PhIllies Thursday night.

PORK CHOPS
LARD
490 BACON

PARKER'S

Morrell Pure

SUPER MARKET
• CLEAN
• CONVENIENT
• FRIENDLY

129

$

BEEF STEW

-W
I
EN

Miss

COLD
- POWER--

* 303
•

""7.•-..`!•..4.--

Center Cuts

Pkg.

U.S. Choice Beef

790

lb.

Gt. Size

it

POT ROAST
POTATO
19
0
CHIPS:00.
SH
OR
TR
IB
S
3C
1
SNOW DRIFT
690
EGGS
DOZ 390
JUICE
U.S. Choice Boneless

COLA

LB.

LB.

Boil - Braise - Bar-B-Q

with bottles or deposit

ROAST
69

lb.

Special Pak-Twins

6-bottle etas.
with
order

SHOULDER

LB.

BEEF

Instant Maxwell House

COFFEE

Vietti - 15-os.
CHILI with BEANS

10-oz.

3 cans 89*
Sioux Bee _ 8-oz.

jar

10-lb. bag

Fresh Tender, Yellow
3-1b. bag

Calif. Juicy

KRAFT
APPLE

JELLY

49e CORN
390 ONIONS

doz. bag

VAN CAMP
GRATED

TUNA

13-oz. Glass

29‘

3

Fresh Green

2

8-ox.
cans

390%

ears

250

3 cans 25*
Stokely - 46-os.
TOMATO JUICE
29*
Paramount
Sweet Slices

3-lb.

Fresh

CmintrY

Big Brother Grapefruit

46-oz. can

MARGARINE

3

35*

FROZEN FOODS

41-us,.
can
79*

- MORTON HOUSE
CLING

PORK
PEACHES BEEF
3':r8w STEAK
"'"

with
BROWN

pleasing to the palate• pleasing to the purse

Morton
FRUIT s

CHUCK WAGON

STEAKS

Peadeci

Peach & Apple

3 FOR 890

16-os. pkg.

ggo

GRAVY

can
49

Frosty Acres

CUT CORN
10_0.
2 FOR 35°

PARKER

..***

B ig Brother

A PLEASING ASSORTMENT OF

bunch 10° SHRIMP

YELLOW

can

CUCUMBER
l5-o. jar

Victor Seasweet

HUNT'S

LB. 490

Vegetable Shortening

HONEY
25*
Bull Head - 8-oz.
OYSTERS _ _ _ _ 49*
Bush Showboat
BLACKEYE PEAS
#300 cans
3 cans 29*
Ballard - Pillsbury
BISCUITS
8-oz. cans

Washed
POTATO
RedES 39(1
GediFEFRUIT _
LEMONS

490
590

Liquid Sweetener

( PEPSI

ROAST
49
U.S. Choice Beef

LB.

Lean Boneless

j

S
-..----...----

Cuts

Krey Hostess - Sliced

1Krey - All Meat

FIGHT
CAEOER
ANIMAS
GANGER
SOCIFTY

INSTANT

PROMISE.

First

59* lb.
The Murrey.Calloway Com*
Shrine Club held its regular
meeting at the home of Mr. and
• Mrs. William E. Moffett, Panorama Shores, on Saturday evesing.
Preceding the meeting a potluck supper was served with
Norman Klapp giving the invocation.
Special guests were Paul R.
Ireland, Illustrious potentate;
Thomas E. Gardner, assistant
Rebhan; William Toy, High Priest and Prophet; Charles Ashby,
Oriental guide, Dundee Fulford,
past potentate, all from Rizpah
Temple, Madisonville.
Others attending were Don
Robinson, president, John L.
Williams, Boone Hendrickson,
Mike Baker, Jerry Lee, Johnny
Herndon, Freed Gotham, Tommy Carroll, Sgt. F/C Claude
Welch, Capt. Harold Henderson,
Sgt. FiC Frank Gibson, Edna
0 Beale,
John Markovich, Guy
Spann, Alfred Lindsey, Woodrow Dunn, Norman Klapp, William Moffett, Joe Dean Watkins, and Joe Rains. Visitors were
Louis Collins and Troy Shepbed.
During the Shrine meeting
the women retired to the living
room and honored Mrs. Johnny
Herndon with a stork shower.
The dining table was overlaid with a white cloth and centered with a large stork surrounded by the many gifts.
Mrs. Herndon was also presented with a cake which she
served to the following:
Mesdames Paul Ireland, Char
lea Ashby, Thomas E. Gardner,,
William Toy, Harold Hendee
*. son, Edsel Beale, Troy Shepherd, Louis Collins, Frank Gibson, John Markovich, Guy
Spann, Joe Rains, Woodrow
Dunn, Norman Klapp, William
Moffett, Joe Dean Watkins, Ark
Perlin, Mike Baker, Don Robinson, Jerry Lee, Johnny Hermdon, John L. Williams, and
Freed Cotham.
Unable to attend but sending
a gift was Mrs. Boone Hend#* rickson

Perkier

Leany Meaty

CHUCK

Shrine Club
Has Meeting
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Frosty Acres

POT PIES
2 Fc. 39°

Chicken
beef
Turkey

GREEN PEAS
BABY OKRA
2 F.D. 35° 10 oz. 2 490
Flosty Acres Whole

10-os. pkg.

11-YOu Mat& the -Quality . . You r:an't Beat the Price!!
•..

Morton
pies

r°R
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•••
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Investigation Of NLRB
Called For By Business

Army's New
Helicopter
May Flop

TIME

—

Grand Jury Rules
Movie Is Obscene

MUSKAT

Canvas Will
Cut Injury To
Tobacco Beds

FAIXTAH, KY. (UPI) — A
McCracken Comity grand Jury
Wednesday returned a two.
. Wfbeaver a enainselmen gets Miehigan, author ox the import
count obscenity indictment a.'
west sheet meow end ant LendruneGriffin labor no
'ain't the Columbia Amuseproble
_
ms, Amon a r e form Act of 1930, hes charged
li
ment Co., operators of the Arbe mey become men more thet the heard "ta a Political!".
By DANIEL RAPOP
Movie Theater, for showced.
Tightly canvas the gild bide
If be meads= the We:dated. PolitieellYesrieedell
ORT
movie "Throe in the to reduce insect
the
ing
Lieber Ilieletiess Boort Matey that is too close to poll.
Idellatlit Sad
For may besitammea im twat and other pressures."
WASHINGTON UPI - A Sap is Attic."
cold weather inNey. Also Ms
indictm
include
ents
The
one
Cristicinn has led to the pro- brewing over a new Army helithe NM is stecklog the
should be properly ditched to prele empuited leber's beer Posed that the NLRB be replac- copter . U the bird turns out to for exhibiting obscene matter, vent surface water from rimming
exhibit
ing
its nlilinge. Way charge ed by a Labor Court, of us- be a billion dollar boondoggle and the other for
over the beds Infesting them with
in. wank newt nes eg. questioned judkial nature, sue- Congress won't be able to my such owner to persons under disease organisms and surface
la
years
age.
of
The
grand
jut,edminietee the Fed- itar to the Tax Court which It wasn't warned.
ry was given a private show- damage.
mile rigittses enes, se. rules on Federal tax sneeters.
Regardless of bow it all ends, ing of the film Monday.
The Agricultural Experiment
eel bosom a pougriselt. President Nixon has asked the critics
of the "military indusrecommends treating
deck Leiter, president of the Station
- body, rewrgiNg tbo km ge Secretary of Labor to study this
trial complex" can be impeded movie firm, said the movie was beds with bortleaux mlsteand
to strengthen biomes heed. alternative.
to add to their ammunition pile not obscene according to cur- DDT when the plants are laths
,last year, former Cessna. The overwhelming majority the story of
square to leaves the size of II
the Cheyenne bell- rent standards.
ipsa Free A. Beeese, Jr, se opinion of the independent bus.
copter.
"The movie has been shown dime. This treatment is for the
1 the Taftamtley. Act, inemmen, in the poll, indicates
Such Capitol Hill giants as at several Kentucky locations, prevention or elimination of allilt he bed weitied how deeply the feeling of NL. speaker John
W, McCormack Including Murray, Frankfort, gee, moss, slugs, snails, Aga
111111111‘, as the Heard -ima- 1113 pro-labor bias runs in the
Diem" and Chairman L. Ma- Lexington and Louisville,
beetles, cutworms, liverwort,
and
=
il ansamisted" his Miaow community, says the
The senate Judiee Netissal Federation of Ind*- ttel Rivers D.S. C. of the House has not been condemned," be and leaf spot diseases.Liverwort
Armed Services Committee th- said.
Is a dirk green, fleshy, flattened
* SubcOmMittee heard $5 pendent Business.
rosette plant that growson moist,
sear witnesses critical of the The Federation notes that rew their considerable prestige
behind
bare
this
soil. This disease is said
new
generat
ion
choWerra endows
the board has established the.
member of the Armed Services to have occurred in
Kentucky only
'The natiea's indepastiet be, unions' right to fine employees PPer•
Commit
tee, said recently that In fall treated beds covere
They did so despite explicit
d
Mess morns ens supportimi a who refuse to participate in a
what began in 1965 as a $100 plastic during the winter. with
eing erat
Idistelo Ceagremies- strata. even though the Taft. predictions last July that the million program had DOW
climbe
d
Cheyenne procurement was deai miestissese of the Num Hartley Act specific
To make bordeaux mixture,
ally states
past the $1 billion mark, in pro- clissolve four pounds
as proposed W Representative it is illegal for a union "to fine, stined to become a multibillion
of fresh
jected costs.
commercial hydrated lime in thrJob. M. Ashhavok of Ohio. The suspend, expel or otherwise dollar "disaster."
Pike divulged many of his find- ee gallons of water
One week ago the Army, vrhicti
and three
Ilietienal Federation of Incia discipline" a member for expending
pounds of powdered bluestone in
in a nation- ercising his right not to strike. heretofore had been busy defend- ings last July when the
took
up
militar
a
y authorization three gallons of water.
If poll on this issue, found 02 Fines up to $1,000 have been ing Cheyenne suddenly reversed
Then stir
itself. It bluntly put the word to bill that contained funds for con- these mixtures in 44 gallons of
percent of the owners favor an upheld.
tinued
work
the
on
Cheyen
ne.
He
Lockhe
investigation, 12 percent oppose Unions have found it easier
ed Aircraft Corp., develwater and add one-half pound of
It, and 6 per cent are undecid- to gain representation resets oper of the Cheyenne: either offered an amendment to knock 50 percent wettable DDT powder.
out
procur
the
ement money and Apply with a sprinkler
et
under liberal NLRB rulings, the explain in writing "your ability
can throuA substantial majority of at- Federation asserts. In several to cure your tenure to make limit spending to continued re-gh the canvas late in the after&motive votes was registered Maes where a union welting to satisfactory progress" or face search.
noon. This amount will treat 140
in every state. In Kentucky, 86 organize employees failed t o the possibility that the govern- Rivers summed up his answer square yards of bed and also two
this
way:
percent of the respondents en- win a secret election, the NL- ment would cancel the contract.
to three feet outside the bed on
dorse the Ashbrook resolution, RB ruled the eMployer acted to
All sides agree that on paper "The army says they need it. the sides and ends.
14 per ma &amt. and 0 per- prevent a
fair election and the Cheyenne would be a wonder- I had rather have it than want
Bordeaux mixture has been regranted union representation ful weapons system. It's suppos- it."
mot haw se opinion.
commended for years for the preThe Labor Beistions Board.en the bails of signed aistbori- ed to fly at 250 miles an hour, McCormack stuck with Rivers. vention of wildfire and
angular
whose five members are apillain sera rather than bold- do maneuvers no helicopter ever He as much as admitted he knew leaf spot. With
the discovery of
nothing
by the Freileat vierling mother secret eketion.
of
the
issue.
But long streptomycin for the cure
did before, and carry enough fireof
conseek_h_tecibLemegE_ MIMI et the indepeaient
bus. power to wage a battle by itself. experience in the House, he ex- wildfire, many farmers have quit
•
•—
•
functimt el ming am issimin went • Cceigteesiosal
SPEAKING Of MOON *Aileen .and
Unfortunately technical bugs plained, had taught him to follow using the bordeaux treatments.
inventions for same, Ronnie Miller. 12, and t right)
wed& labermismagemmit Me Invedigitlee to jay the facts persist only nine
the
leaders
brother
hip
of
Ken,
old
hands
14,
like
made their own in Dallas, Tex.--stilts
During the past twenty years,
models have
attached to Pogo sticks. They can
sees to imgleinsat lie law. before the public. And the imb- been manufactured
Rivers
instate
,
get
of relatively jun- anthracnose has been the
about three feet altitude, which is
in two years
quite a but of bounce to the ounce
priibes. maw lila bees Ile lic, as Wien as business, is the and the
cost has soared far be- ior members like Pike. And he mary plant bed disease. The lit
bees of Ism
.- ,
victim d Iii law is being die. yond original estimates. Rep, had one other reason.
est recommended control messleenter admit P. cleella ell eorteklallawsmu
with white _spots, and capped
tinedieher„
3„, a maverick -Where the Jiatienal intProtat
e is polyrant need.at the rate can conVetelY Alga a
few days. Dry out the bed as as shaped leaves. When warm
,• •
of our country is concerned, if of one ounce of
Deitir-inhe bed with
wea80 percent wetta- ch
as possible by removing cam ther returns, the plants quicktY; DDT a few days before transI am going to err in judgment, I ble powder
in three gallons of vas
planting is good for flea beetle
on warm, sunny days.
would rather err on the side of water sprayed
recover.
on 100 square
No blue mold has been known
strength than on the side of yard bed. One
Dry weather injury results in control when transplanting in the
treatment is usuaweakness"
lly sufficient to control the dis- In the area during the last heady stunted growth and yellowing of field,
The Extension publications, •
years, Fungicides recommended plants.‘Correct by watering
With that, dozens of big city ease. Other
slowfungicides recomm- for
!Democrats responded to party ended for
control are ferbam, maneb ly and thoroughly about every "Tobacco Diseases" andPInsect
anthracnose control or
zineb. The symptoms of blue five days late in the afternoon Control in Plant Beds" areavaildiscipline and joined Republicans are terbam,
maneb or zineb, but
able free on request.
mold in dry weather are yellow- to avoid sun scald.
In defeating Pike's amendment repeat treatme
nts are usually ing
and
An to 4'7.
stuntin
g
of
Harden
plants,
ing
of
plants
but
in
before trneceenry until plants are set.
Anthracnose causes numerous cool, wet weather plants collapse ansplanting is advised. Remove
as
if
scalded
and
mold on leaves canvas a few days to a week
small reddish brown spots on the
SERVES 30 YEARS
prior to setting. U soil Is comleaves turning white or silver occurs.
Cold weather injury of plants pacted at pulling time, water the
color. In cool, damp weather,the
Is characterized by white buds, bed the evening before will reWASHINGTON UPI - Associate disease progresses rapidly and
elongated leaves near the bud duce stem and root injury in
Justice William 0. Douglas has
become one of 11 men who have
served 30 years on the Supreme
==
=
Court. In a rare departure from
strict court procedures, Chief
Justice Earl Warren noted Monday that Douglas pins Associate II
Justice Hugo L. Black in the elite
group. President Franklin D.Ro- II
osevelt appointed Black Aug. 12, 11.
1937, and Douglas April 17, 1939,
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ATTENTION PIPE SMOKERS

. -

II
11.

PAYS VISIT

TO

II

BE

HELD

MENTAL HEALTH COMMISSIONER, Dr.
Dale Farabee is framed by a television camera and floor director as he hosts
the Mental Health Week Series,
• "lictH 69: The Edge of Change," on Kentucky
Educational Televiition. Evening
programs will be shown May 1, 5, 6, and
7. Topics will be- Alcoholism, Drug
Abuse, Mental Retardation, Problems of
Aging, Dealing with Your Emotions and
the Rising Community Mental Healt
h Movement.

--

WASHINGTON UPI - Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy, D-Minn., pays
a visit today to the house be spent III
most of last year seeking. McCarthy was to go to the White
House to call on President Nixon Ill
for a discussion on "a whole
range of subjects." Presidential
Press Secretary Ronald
Ziegler
said Nixon had not had an opportunity to talk with the former
Democratic presidential hopeful.

•PIPE SMOKING CLINIC
Conducted by

LAWRENCE
HEAR

WILIARD COLLINS

SATURDAY APRIL 26,1969

Vice-Preaident_of

Nashville, Tennessee

Si
II

•

II

Instructions Will Be Given on

at the

UNIVERSITY
CHURCH OF CHRIST
APRIL 25-27, 1969

II
II

"HOW TO PROPERLY SMOKE. CitE.AN AND
MAINTAIN YOUR PIPES"
-

II

II

TO BE GIVEN
FREE

7:00 P.M.
SUNDAY MORNING 10:30 A.M.

II
II
II
.•

•

;
•

•
II

•

In Bel Air

•
•
•

Shopping
Center

DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS
:

oor

5 PELICAN
PIPES
5 TINS PELICAN TOBACCO

II

II
II
SI
II
II

••••••./..a.V..a-,,o•ftw

WAGNER

Tobacconist of Pelican Pipe Shops of America, Inc.

—

David Lipscomb College
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US.Government Is Wasting
Money With Blind Spending
By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI Senior Editor

airterent agencies working in the
same field with little or no coorWASHINGTON UPI. The U. S. dination. This leads to overlappgovernment is legating huge sums ing and dtplication of programs,
- at least $10 billion a year and and in some ages to such epeeprobably much more than that. tacies as one government agency
by wending money blindly.
Wending money $30 million
That is the conclusion of a subsidize tooacco =Law s wnue
month-long investigation of fede- another government agency is
ral budgetary practices by Unit- trying with $8 million to discourage cigarette smoking.
ed Press International.
The inquiry, which ranged from the White House to Capitol
Lacks Information
Hill and into numerous departeats and agencies, disclosed In military procurem
ent pareat:
ticularly, and to a
Little progress has been made In social program,lesser extent
In applying to c.ivilan agencies ments running into the governmany billions
the system introduced in the of dollars through
"foot- in -the
Pentagon by former Defense Sec- door" proorrams that
cost little
rotary Robert S. McNamara, under 'which program decisions are at first but a great deal later.
Inwood to be based on objective In some cases, Congress legisanalysis of costs and results. lates without demanding adequate
Information about ultimate costs.
In others, it is misled by flagrant
Limited Impact
underestimates of what certain
programs or weapons systems
Even in the Defense Depart- eventually will cost.
ment, systematic analysis thus
It is impossible for anyone to
far has been applied mainly to tell exactly how many
of the
weapons systems and has taxpayers'
dollars are being
very limited impact on the wasted - or spent ineffectively
of military spending.
because of haphazard spending
As a result, most federal spe- policies.
decisions - military and
"The horrible truth," said a
vilan - are still being made on high career official of the Genee basis of hunches, hopes and ral Accounting Office, "is
that
rk barrel politico rather than neither the President
nor Coup.
hard facts.
gross nor anyone else really
Costly programs, once launch- knows enough about what
the
ed, are continued or expanded government is doing,
and what
year after year, without suffi- results its programs
are achievcient effort being made to deter- ing, to speak with
certainty about
mine whether they are actually how much waste
there is in
achieving their supposed object- $200 billion a year federal our
budget."
ives.
The government's left hand
Pressed for an estimate,
often doesn't know - or care - said $20 billion to $30 billionhe
a
what it's right hand is doing. It year would be a "realisti guec
lc not unusual to find 8 or 10 ss.
"

Dusting the
few days before trans.
is good for flea beetle
ten transplanting in the

_

Extension publications,
)Diseases" and-"Insect
n Plant Beds"areavailon request.
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Swift Premium

BACON

lb. 690 WIENERS

STEAK
STEAK s'llriirn
SHOULDER
LB.55C
ROUND

Swift Premium ProTen

Smoked Country
Sliced

FLAVOR-KIST

DUPLEX

CREMES

490
BF:ESLER

11-oz.

VANILLA

WAFERS
2q°

Language
Nicknames Even Odder!

SIRLOIN

By ALLAN KELM
Central Press Associatton
Correspondent
WILLEMSTAD, Curacao
Every morning ori the way
down here on Italy's Leonardo
da Vinci a pretty girl did her
best to teach a group Of passengers how to speak her native
guage. This class is just one
f the bonuses the line throws
for good measure.
We listened as she told U3
ow easy Italian is to learn
d we tried our best to master
nough to aid us in getting
around in a taxi, ordering meals
and making arrangements at
the airport. Frankly, it seemed
a very valuable way to spend
a few hours, but if I had been
smarter I'd fave spent the time
studying Papiamento.
Papiamento is the crazy language spokcn here in Curacao,
and what makes it crazy is its
derivation. It's made up of
words from the Dutch, English,
French, Spanish and Portuguese languages and even some
from the old Arawak Indians
who originally lived ip the The Queen Emma pontoon bridge.
West Indies. On top of`Every- It's a famous Curacao landmark,
thing else words from India are
a banker with the legal name
tossed in for good measure.
of Ronald goes by the nickTo make it more confusing, name
of "Broejre,' or "Little
inhabitants of Curacao use
Brother."
nicknames extensively and that
Edsel Jesurun, an official of
makes everything even crazier.
'the Tourist Board, whom even
You may be the governor or the
visitors call "Papy" after
the presiding judge, the richest a „few
minutes, said he thought
banker or the poorest fisher- the use of
nieknames might
man; when you chat among
have started a hundred or more
yourselves in Dutch Curacao
years ago when most parents
you use Papiamento and you
chose their childrens names
use nicknames. Most visitors from
aBritish almanac listing
learn about the language, but
names of saints. More than 85
only a few know about the
per cent of the inhabitants
nicknames.
were Catholics and it was naThe origin of the practice
tural to select such religious
of using nicknames is lost in
names.
the dark long ago of the West
• • •
Indies. Perhaps it was born bf
BEFORE LONG there was a
ignorance of the written word,
perhaps from the days of slav- situation where there were
ery but today, in 1969, it is many Marys. Roses, Anna
Johns, Peters and Marcos. In a
still in vogue.
When a man dies on Curacao single classroom, "Papy" said,
the local newspapers carry there might be eight Marys or
the obituary, giving the legal Jtilins Nicknames were a way
name. Let's say it is Wilhelm out of the dilemma but no one
De Groot. Somewhere in the can explain why such pet sofirst paragraph or two his nick- briquets Were chosen. Most
name will be given. It has to be, mean nothing and have no conor no one would know who he nection with the bearer's past.
was or would have to wrack
Long ago slaves carried
his brain to figure it out.
strange names. There was a
• • •
"Mary in the field" and a "Peter
THE GOVERNOR of the born stark naked"; a "John
Netherlands Antilles is Nich- water boy," and a "William
Colaas Debrot, but his tiabinet Ghost." Finally, a few decade.
ministers and the man in the ago. native parents chose names
street all call him "Cola." Don't of movie stars for their chilask why. He doesn't know him- dren, apparently growing tired
of using saints' names.
self.
Sometimes—and not only in
A Harvard-educated banker
is known as "Layo," Peter van the death notices -- it all beder Veen. head of the Tourist comes very confusing. Two sisBureau, is known better as ters married men. both of whom
-Boe-Roe" and the minister for were known as "Boy." Did they
finances-is hailed in the street turn to their legal names in
CV A "Boy."
this dilemma? Of course not
A well-known merchant with Instead. to this day, one man
the given name of Arthur is is "Sonia's Boy" and the other
known to hundreds as "To La." is "Maria's Boy.-

CRISCO "bs- 790
rILLSBURY

POTATOES

CAKE MIX

WESSON OIL
2 cans 23°

39°

SHOWBOAT

OHILEE 191:S.
50
RADISIIS
50
CARROTS
GRAPEFRUIT .3-0*'3

75°

38-oz

730

& TURNIP

BUSH - # 3us

COFFEF
99°7-oz.

BATHROOM

MAXWELL HOUSE

.6

HA

CRUSHEDSHED or SLICED

Butt

# 2 can

35°

TEA BAGS
59*

BEANS
10P
BEEF & GRAVY

GREAT NORTHERN

FAMILY - SCOTT

Field Fully Cooked

Giant 812.

BUSH

GREENS
3 cp.:: 35c

TISSUE
4 3g0
DEL MONTE
PINEAPPLE

1,

LIQUID DETERGENT

BUSH - SHELLY

MUSTARD

TOWELS
33°

Bag

BOLD

BLACKEYE

GALA - JUMBO

Bag

DRESSING 470

MORTON HOUSE
12-oz. 490
•

VAN CAMP - 4-oz

WHIP
co 490

VIENNA •
SAUSAGE
2/490

NIIRACLE
48's

.
65

ler, 12, and I right)
go sticks. They can
the ounce.

MURRAY. ICIINTUCKY

ROAST Ril
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Salty tiger, which won time
1969 Southern Ore.* Racing of Mamaroneck, N.Y. -Derecktoi
_Ctonierenceiltle and currently is developed Sal!y Tiger from three
dekignileading in the new it orld Ocean
RAcing Championship series, is Wild 'Goose and Figaro all of
tb-foot, krel-centerbOard awl which have figun.d prominently
a VrTrrizt"- forierneren-neeiese•we_
--Itrznriw
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last year. The diversion protect)
011le Brown, Henry Edwards, the bottom land from the hlll vatRaymond Wnther and E. H. Swift constructed diversion channels er and the wen ditch carries all
on their farms last year.
the water off of this field I
CARLSBAD, Calif. UPI - Gary
rented this field last year be,.0
Player shot a final - round par
wet but 1 plan
Diversions are a much needed cause it was so
72 Seedily br a tourMunent total
to farm it myself this year. I
Callosoil
practice
in
conservi
ng
f bur - under - par 284 and the
bushels
way County. Every bottom land believe I can grow 125
$30,000 first prise in the Tournait".
on
acre
per
corn
of
field that has water running acroment of Champions, two strokes
by
ss it from the hillside above, ne- "The local ASC Committee
ahead of Lee Trevino,
eds a diversion at the foot of the will cost-share with landownend
Felix C. Perrhi
USDA Soil Conservation Service hill to intercept the water and who qualify for these practices,"
carry it to a suitable outlet, according to 011ie Hall, Chairthus protecting the valuable bot- man of the Calloway County ASC
DIKE WINS
tom soils from excess water. Committee.
All of the landowners above
If you are interested in these
NEW YORK UPI - Claiborne are well pleased with the perStable's Dike cut loose with a Jormanotk
Hi& diversions. practices contact the Soil Conemotional stretch run to win Mr. CJs Brant of the Almo servation District Office, above
e 45th running of the $110,900 Community stated, "I would not Swanns Grocery in Murray, o
ood Memorial at Aqueduct Sat- take anything for my diversion call 753-6400. We would be gla
and open ditch drainage that I to assist you in any way that w
urday,
constructed in one of my fields can.

iversions
Needed To
Protect Land

PLAYER TRIUMPHS
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Central Press dasselseises .
Correspondent
MONTIC
, VV1a.— Wham
Warren
es. a WNW
set answers— when he's bases.
By becoming the antmers
.provider, Prisk has achieved an
eyeball to eyeball relationship
with one of nature's wariest
creatures.
Its fitting for a man who
has been known since boyhood
as Boone for Daniell, and is•
demonstration or the trust that
can be established with wild
animals.
More than that, it signals
the improved image of the weamei, once the most feared et
barnyard chicken thieves.
Last winter, after hoaxing reports of a strange, lightning
fast animal sighted at the *dire
of this village of 789 people,
Prisk tracked it in the snow to
a woodpile in back of his own
motor repair shop.

thiBEE-ware of Bees!
Spring Tour

The BSC Choir at Murray
State University has just returned from their first annual
ring Choir Tour,
The Choir sang at the First
Baptist Church in Henderson,
Mt. Cannel Baptist Church and
Plement Ridge Baptist Church
in Utica; Crabtree Avenue RepChurch in Owensboro; and
st Henderson Memorial Baptist
Church in Hopkinsville.
The group left Murray at
12:00 noon on Friday, April 11,
and returned to Murray at 11:30
p.m. on Sunday, April 13.
The Choir performed several
numbers at each church. FolA friend of Man—and on enemy, tool
lowing the programs the churches were entertained by a felBy CARL H. OILES
Written Especially for Central Pre..ss and
lowship, with the choir providThis Newspaper
BEES AND BLOSSOMS are synonymous with
ing the entertainment. Memspring. But that
bers of the choir performed ror antic little insect flitting from flower to flower is the deadliest
wildilfe
in
the
United
skits and led the group in singStates. More people will die from bee
WARREN grabbed for his
stings this year than from snakebites.
ing.
gun, and soon laid a freshly
Some
7,000
people are bitten by poisonous snakes
Members of the choir who
kilk-d sparrow by the hole. Then
annually.
went on tour were: Carol Kel- Around 15 of them die. Twice as many will succumb .to stings. No
he went inside to watch from
oarone knows how many people are stung by
the wial.( ,w. A flash of white,
bees each year. But
ly, Pattie Wiggins, Belinda Bail,thousand
and the sparrow was gone.'
Cathy Arendal, Cindy Nelson, stings. s experience a lot of pain and discomfort because of
They are especially deadly to hypersensitive
This was repeated innumer- Warren Prisit poses with his Sandy Bethel, Joyce Wells,
people.
Many people react
able times, and both became
faithful little weasel friend.
Ruth Mason, Becky Robertson, quickly. When tremendimmediately to a bee sting. ,They swell
ous
swelling
of an extremity occurs, one
bolder. Once Prisk held thel
Becky Tarry, Linda Downey, should consult a doctor.
Some
dead bird and enter .1 in *a been cautious but increasingly Becky
Gay, Marilyn Maxwell, swell over a large area of the They like lotions,
prompt.
brief tug of war with the wiry,1
perfumes and
On occasions when the ani- Yvonne Shriver, Brenda Adam', body. It depends on the inclivi- colognes. Bees are also
sharp toothed animal of bloodattractSonja
Kirby,
mal
and
Linda
dual
Darfailed
to
an
extent,
to
but
some
bees • e'
appear, .frisk
, to darker colors more so
thirsty reputation.
.
nell.
guessed
Others
are
were:
more
Dale
it
Guthdangerou
had
gone hunting or
s than others. • than light ones. Thin clothing
"He was so close to rny nose
Small honey bees have killed offers little protection
I had to look cross-eyed to see mating. But in a few days it rie, David Harmon, Ron Paul
since
was
people,
back.
but they rarely cause many people are stung through
Wright, Larry Nichols, David
him," the veteran woodsman
much
swelling or discomfort. shirts and pants.
Once the scourge of chlekien - Iisselwood, and Jerry Sanderrecounted.

Prisk tried putting the food , houses, the weasel now does
farther away to lure the weasel "a lot more .good than harm,"
into full view. Its speed was Prisk maintains.
_Almost_ too_ ,htireetag to follow. ' Few farms still keep chickbe said.ens, and the animal has turned
• *
Its attacks on mice and moles,
When, he has a sparrow to he said.
offer, 'Prisk taps on'thi woodWith his very own weasel,
pile and whistles softly. The Prisk hopes it stays
around as
weasel's appearance has always a mouser
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The bigger bombers

wasps,

•

•

•

MANY people get stung in the
Those members not pictured, hornets. yellow jackets and
but ranking the tour were: Sa- bumble bees are more potent, spring when bees start building
nta Wilson, Beverly Paschall, People who are super-sensitive nests on porches, carporta and
Pam Collier, LaDonna Hanley, to stings may get nauaeous, garages. Those who know that
Donna Rogers, Raymond John- vomit and have strong burning stings cause them much trouble
sensations. Sometimes they go should never try to tear down
son, Den Davis, Carlos Chavez, into
shock or become uncon- nests. Night is the best time to
and Byron Chrittmas.
ious. Some of those that don't destroy them. They should be
The group is (Erected by Leo- get immediate
aid die in 30 sprayed before being removed.
nard Jenkins, a sophomore mu- minutes.
A strong light helps keep them
sic major; and accompanied by
away also.
•
St/Ellen Wilson, also a sophoIRONICALLY:It isn't the bee
Some bees leave their stingClerk's office at nearly $40,000. more music major. The Choir poison that affects those
stung. ers in their victims. They should
Planning with all the care of is available to any church who There is a protein substance in be scraped off rather
than
an invasion-bound general, and would like to have them per- most be venom which makes , jerked out since squeezing the
equipped with the best tools our form, by contacting Lloyd Cor- one highly susceptible to subse- stinger may release more venindustrial age has to offer, the nell, the Baptist Campus Min- quent stings.
om. Wasps and yellow jackets
A first sting rarely kills But. use their stinters like needles.
modern burglar is, all too often, ister at the Baptist Student
those who get ill when stung They stick it in and then
able to break in, steal whatever Center on the campus.
reContributions made by the usually become so sensitized move it.
he may find of value and be
that the next might be fatal or
Most people who get stung
hours or even days away before churches to the BSU are used
cause severe reaction They us- don't go to the
doctor for treattoward the BSU Summer Miss- ually
the crime Ls discovered_
go into a type of shock ment They use home remedies
.
ions
goal
$1600,
of
which,
tocalled
anaphylaxis
Burglarly, traditionally a prob.
Some put soda on the stings.
irether with funds from other
People who are very sensitive Most doctors recomme
lem of the large city and Maw
Stationing lookouts, equipped1 BSU groups
nd ice
over the date, is to stings can be immunized.
trial suburb, is faat Damming one with walide-talkies, outside a buipacks to lessen swelling If it is
sending 21 Kentucky students They can be administered injecnot too intense. Those who swell
of rural Kentucky's major head- lding insures the "inside man"
to five foreign countries and tions by a doctor that will pro- consider
ably should consult a
aches.
time to escape should a police- various points
in the United tect them in the event they are doctor. There are drugs
During 1968, Le number of man happen to venture into the
that
stung Bees seem to have an af- will keep the swelling
States.
down and
forcible entries r,.Jrted to the vicinity. But the advantages of
finity for finding those that suf- will reduce any
reaction from
Kentucky State Police jumped electronic surveillance do not
fer the most from their attacks. the sting.
about 14 per cent - from 1,643 stop there. Many burglars now
So far, the researchers have
Children who start showing
to 1,900 cases with the greatest consider the "tiger," a small
found no proof, but they suspect bad reactions to stings
should
number of victims being located device which will readily convert
there is an odor or chemical re- be rushed to
a doctor. Kids
In Soutbcentral Kentucky.
action
that causes bees to seek should be told the complete
any dimestore transistor radio
them out. ,
Many of those crimes were Into a receiver for police calls,
story of the birds and the bees.
Fragrances attract insects. It might be a lesson in
traced to Juveniles out for an as a "must" in their bag of tools.
living.
evening of excitement. But, in
But, by fax the most revolutiolost cases, the twilight forays nary addition to any good line of
of the under-age "door-shaker" burglarly tools is the Thermal
Helen McFarland of Bourbon Coinvolved only acts of vandalism Burning Bar. Deveiopedby indusunty, Ky., lot in Kentucky Lake
or thefts of small value-" cra- try for the use of construction
Development Corp.
ckers and cheese" break-ins as companies and shipyards, it has
Bernard J. Seyer and Cecil J.
they are viten called by State proved to be the answer to a burCrawford Armstrong and Motdetectives.
•
ens Adams Armstrong to James Seyer of Scott County, Mo., to
glar's prayers. Fed by oxygen,
Although the juvenile offender It will cut through a six-inch
0. Overby; correction of title Billy R. Walker and Marie WalIs a growing problem, the rising thickness of tempered steel in
to property in Calloway Co*. ker of Wappapillo, Mi.; property
Interest of the big-city profess- aboutel5 seconds, Almost noise.
Jibes 0. Overby to Crawford In Callotray County.
ional in the financial standing less and costing less than
Armstro
ng and Molena Adams
$10
W, E. Soyars and Frances
of Kentucky's smaller towns and on the open market, it has
Armstrong; correction of title
beSoyars of Russellville to Tommy
rural communities presents a come a most important
to property in Calloway County, Epley
feature
and Helen Epley of Russellfar graver threat. Slipping qui- of the safe cracker's standard
Kenneth Overman and Shirley.
ville; property in Calloway Counetly through the dimly-lit alleys equipment.
Overman to Harold Hyde and
ty.
of Kentucky's small towns with
Dorothy Hyde; lot in Center Ridall the expertise of a trained Commenting
ge Subdivision.
on me growing
Gene Steely to Edwin Jennings
commando, the professional sn- number of professio
Opal Hicks to Taz Rogers and
nally-executand Peggy Jennings; lot in North
eak-thief, last year, rolled up a ed burglaries
Viola
Rogers;
lot in Sha Wa Hills Subdivisi
in Kentucky's lesson.
score running into the hundreds er-populated
Circle Subdivision.
arms, Detective Liof thousands of dollars in stolen eutenant Algin
William Paul Dailey, Sr., to smithwood Development CoS. Rogerts, State
cash and property.
W. P. Dailey, Jr., Cheryl D. rp.,
Police Bureau of Investigation
to Maurice Patterson of
On the basis of recently-mi. Commander,
Dailey, Bobby G. Grogan, Verona Arlington Route Two; lot in Subsaid that undoubteduated information, State Police ly a shortage of
Grogan, George L. Stockton, and division.
police officers
spokesmen estimate at least Mr- and sophisticated
Linda Kaye Stockton; lot in Calloalarm systems
May Lawrence to William T,
ee separate gangs of highly-ex- have played apart
way County.
in theproblem,
Brown, 51/2 acres in Calloway
perienced burglars have been -but they, by
Carrie H. Huff of Lexington to County.
themselves, are
slipping through the back door not the whole answer
behind the
of Kentucky's lesser populated tip= in rural
thievery."
areas-and committing similar cr
of those elements existed
RESTLESS An uneasy cairn
imes in neighboring states as long before the
COOL
Stranded after he
“pro " took to
was restored to strife-torn
well. One group, in the space the open road. But
loskhis harness vAile worknow, big-city
Montserrat Island, P.R., Briof a single evening, struck pay- bunilarly is becoming
ing
on
a
150-foot smokea hightish protectorate, following
dirt in a doctor's office, drug- risk profession.
stack on a Miami, Fla., launDetection, eitha new outbreak of idolence
store and post office,
er by casual passer-by, patrolldry building, steeplejack Bill
The island is tinder a curnearly side-by-side, in one small ing policeman or
Taylor catches rope thrown
electronic alafew and state ,.f iiergeney
town.
by a fireman He used the
rm has become an ever-increasAnother, operating in Northern ing hazard for
rope to get to a fire truck's
the thief. By conKentucky, spent a few nights trast, a farmer's
100-foot aerial ladder
home or small
Indiscriminately looting stores, town tanks offers
A TLANTIC
tempting tarbanks and post offices to the tune gets at far less
risk. And inOCEAN
of more than $50,000.
accessibility, once the rural co"The answer to
Although both rural bank and mmmities greatest ally
against at least in part," the problem
post office burglaries are on the the criminal element is rapidly
Roberts said,
"must lie in the recruitm
Increase, the looting of private vanishing,
ent of
PUERTO
more
and
better - trained policehomes tops the list. By contrast,
"CO
Narrow, winding, slow-moving men
-and wider support of the
only ten years ago home burglar- roads are giving way to the
C=>. OD
sup- individual police
officer by every
ies in rural areas were a rarity, erhighway which means
more
DOM NIP
Probably one of the most on- farming districts and small tow- member of the community."
usual targets of recent days has ns can be readily reached—and,
4
=
1,
IJAMAICA
ANGUktA
been the county courthouse. At more importantly, rapidly
fled. state lines in the space of oie
least three are known to have Driving 70 miles an hour
night's
work,
robbing
over
home, stobeen burgled during the past long, straight stretche
S
s of .ex- re, bank or office in communities
year. In just Me Mee, thieves pressway the
,
burglar can cross far removed from his own place
ransacked a safe- et-t-feisty several county and
one or more of residence.

RuralCrime
Is Headache
in Kentucky

Land
Transfers
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_. . ...._ PORK CHOPS1
111W
saVetodJyI
,.eiL_ER12, Air..
Illa

"i- -j1 Iv,
ISIT
., 0

FIRST CUT

CENTER CUT

AD AIttei
pb

39c
pomrepi;$ BOLOGNA'JOWL .
LOIN
33
1 29
COF
FEE
APPLE.
PINES
SAUCE
APPLE
3149C ' $109 4/$100
CH
AR
.
PEACHES TOWELS
COAL
4/9
. 9C 34100 69c .
.JUICE STRAW- BABY
dBERNIE FOOD
39t
39t
CAKE to c
BISCUITS
F . KE
3/100 33C
CELERY CORN Bananas
5,
10C
LB.

SLICED AS

OLD FASHIONED

IN THE PIECE

LB.

LB. MC

SMOKED

IN THE PIECE
LB. 29c
JL.ICED

590

LB.

1GA

LB.

FOLGER'S-INSTAii?LegUSHED

10 OZ. JAR

303 CAN

2 CAN

GAMLING
ELBERTA

SCCT

PURE HARDWOOU

BIG ROLL

HALVES
214 CAN

10 LB BAG

V-8 VEGETABLE

IGA

46 OZ. CAN

FROZEN

La. -PK .

NEW!!
TENDERBURST '
BUTTERMILK

-.DUNCAN HINES

GERBER

STRAIN,JAR

KelItk

White, Yellow.Choc.
Lemon Supreme

Reg. (2 for 39c)

18 Oz. Box

9,4 OZ.10C

FRESH, CRIPS

sr

FRESH, YELLOW

RIPE

STALK

EAR

Ea

‘11 EA

Lent Ea.

Open 24 Hours Daily - Closed Sundays
WE SELL TRAVELLE

RS EXPRESS MONEY
ORDERS
We Reserve The Right To Limit
Quantities
Prices in this ad good thru
TUESDAY APRIL 29 w 1969
4-----DOOD.ODOMO.

•

9

i

.
I
•

AY - APRIL 21. 1069
tr. The diversion protectlj
can laud from the hill wetthe open ditch carries all
ter off of this field. I
this field hut year belt was so wet bet I plan
a it myself this year. I
I can grow 125 bushels
per acre on it".
Local ASC Committeet
st-share with landownere
llify for thesepractices,"
lag to 011ie Flail, Chairthe Calloway County ASC
ttee.
u are interested in these
es contact the Soil Conon District Office, above
Grocery in Murray, o
3-6400. We would be gla
st you in any way that

PAGE NINE
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WEDNESDAY - APRIL 23, 1969 NEWSMAN KILLED

FOR RENT or Sae-Two-bedmom brick house, P4 blocks
from Univeraity Campus, em
beet, builtin range. Contact:
Wilkie Darnell, Jr., 762-310
02, or
after 5:00 p. m., 753-7198.
A-29-C

1WE
FOR SALE

OGDEN SIGNS

SAIGON UPI - A U. S. Army
newspaperman was among the
Americans killed in a North
Vietnamese attack near the Demilitarized Zone last Friday.
Officials today identified the reporter - photographer for Stars
CARD OF THANKS
and Stripes as Spec. 5 Paul D.
We wisti to express our deSavanuck, 23, of Baltimore.
appreciation for the many
flowers, food and comforting
words during the toes of our
loved one. May God biess each
Self Protection
and everyone of you.
The American Cancer SociFri= The Family of
ety urges all adult women to
Matt Morris
practice breast self-examina1TP tion for life-saving protection.

PHILADELPHIA UPI - Bud Ogden signed a two-year contract
with the Philadelphia 76ers of
the National Baskettall Association, it was announced Friday.
Ogden, who played for Santa
Clara and was the 76ers first
draft choice, is a 6-foot-six inch
forward.

POE SALE
REAL ESTATE POIt SALE
POR RENY
SINGER ZIG-ZAG with MEN'S CLOTH
ING Store, excel- A PINE three-bedroom brick POURWalnut console. Makes button lent busines
BEDROOM brick home at
s, well enablished home. On three acres, 4 miles
1000 Sharp Street. Ley at 206%
holes, sews on buttons, over- with popula
r lines of clothing. Month on Illeihmey HI. This is
No. 10th
casts, monograms and fancy de- A wonderful
opportunity for lo- one of the better homes. Spac- Bob Gam, It. To rent contact
signs and patterns. All with- cal man to
1616 S. W. 10th St,
own and operate ious throughout, all carpeted, Pt.
out attachments. This machine own busines
Lauderdale, Fla. Phone 534OPENING NOW
s. All inquiries con- fireplace in living room. SepPreventable Cancer
8841.
performs all sewing tasks and fidential. Joe
Come in, see if you
C. Marshall, Real- arate den, kitchen and one bedCancer of the lung is largely
very easy to operate. 10 year tor. P. 0.
Box 888, Paducah, room in beautiful Birch panel- NEW two-bedroom apartment
quality!
preventable but has increased
guarantee. Menne payments of Ky. Phone
442-1656.
See Marjorie Crass or
A-26C ing. He. large ceramic hied Ceramic tile bath, range and
in men 15 times in a generation
$5.00 per month or pay bides:ice
bath, eleotric beat with ens air conditioner. Call 753-7457.
and is going up in women, acBill Mayfield
iof $52.11. For free home trial TWO DINETTE
SETS, clothes
cording to the American CanA-26-C
available. Unlity, garage, garPoducah 442-8805 collect. cheat buffet pie safe,
cer Society.
GE
A-24-C range, lawn mower, antique cov- age, with modern ham curing ONE-BEDROOM 'furnished aand
Lung
smokin
g
facilties. Barn for partment on Broad St. Couples
cancer will kill about
erlet and other odd items. Call
59,000 Americans this yeat,
horses. City water plus a good only. For information call
ZIG-ZAG Sewing Machine withfl.753-1865.
ac402A-24-C well.
cordin
g to the American Cancer
WORD PUZZLE Aaswer ta
Ground, are beautifully 8459 after 5:00 p. m.
Vesterd" Puzzi.
A-24-C
cabins& Hal full balance of TENT
Society
.
TYPE Nimrod Camper landscaped. Built-En range, two
$31.28 cash or payments o
SERVI
CES
OFFER
ED
ACROSS
131G/11 FOLICLi C1311;1
3-Time gone by
Trailer. Sleeps four. Excellent air-conditioners, and all drapes BRICK DUPLEX, two-bedroom.
$8.04 each. Machine monograms, conditi
4-Feels regret for
NEJO
Built-in range and oven, air- KELLY'S TERMTTE
on. Phone 753-3903.
included. Price, $27,500.00.
1-Three-banded
5-Eagle's nest
hems, patches, dams, overcasts,
DWUOMM 07317190
and Pest
armadillo
6-Prefix: twice
disposal,
A-24-C A MODERN home and 22 acres. conditioner,
large Control. Locally owned and opUMM
makes button holes and fancy
7.114u. retch
S.Son of Adam
Two miles S. W. City Limits. back yard. $90.00. Can take pos- erated for 20 years. We
300 000(1
5-Stiekespear tan
pstitems. 20 year guarantee. No GARDEN TILLER
can
9-Greek leiter
Call 492- House has aluminum aiding,
MR0 WOW 0000M
king
liv- session May 1st. Phone 753- be reached 24 hours a day. 100
12.Wise person
attachments needed. For free 8385.
OM
000
UMO US
-Runs
9
away
A-34-C ing room with firepiace, three E050.
to
A-24-C South 13th Street. Phone 751
13.1reland
me trial call Paducah 442be married
14-Part
bedroo
of
3914.
face
ms,
kibehen
-Weary
10
with dining CLEAN ON-BE
HMO TM OMR
8606 collect.
A-24-C USED STOVE and refrigerator. area, nice
15-In good taste
11-Imitates
000BM MOH
bath, electric heat, Rent reasona DROOM trailer.
Phone 753-2677.
16-Degree
17-A continent
ble. Phone 409A-25-C storage, good well,
MOW000 000d00
double car- 3823.
20-Orte who sets
(abbr.)
000 EIOQUO UOU
NEW HEAVY DUTY disc blad- PLEASURE BOAT,
A-25-C WANTED, baby sitting, in year
traps for game
18 Native metal
15 foot with port, good barn, fish pond and
ram MOM] EMS
22-Preposition
Irene or mine. Have
es. Coulter blades and plow 50 h. p. Mercury
19.Way out
references.
motor and 14 acre corn base. Paid approx.
23-Fragment
26
Call 435-4585.
points. Get our price before yea trailer. Excelle
21 Lassos
in 1968. Price
A
40-Ridic
nt condition. Call imatelY
ulous
-24-C
54-Poem
LOST AND POUND
23-Opposes
25-Pronoun
buy. Vinson Tractor Company, mornings only
43-Pronoun
River
56
in
$18,000
.00.
753-24160. A-26C
WANTED,
26-Drink
27-Compass point
45-College degree
Scotland
753-4892.
GOOD BRICK home in Fair. LOST: one Masonic Shrine ring 753-1325 LIMSW1S to mow. Phone
30-Lures
(abbr.)
21I-Hurry
57 Supertatoe
or 753-7250.
HAPPINESS is spring and a view Acres, three
A-2
32-Assist
9-P
ant
Charsending
with
47
diamond. Reward. Phone
29-River island
miles S. E.
GREY NIGHTCRAWLERS and beautiful Siames
33-Hurl
46 The sareetsop
58-MUSK: is
e kitten, male Murray on large lot. It has 753.2275 or 753-1322.
31 -Pose for portrait 36-Vent date
A-24-C
49-Grrl's name
written
Red Worms. Be sure and try or female. $15.00.
34-Exists
37-Dried
Guaranteed three-bedrooms, living room,
50-Allowance for
61-Cyprin
oid
Grey Nigiecrawlers, For healthy and affecti
grapes
35.Food fish
MALE HELP WANTED
waste
fish
onate. Phone carpeted, nice ceramic tiled
vicinity the Grey Night- 753-7770.
311-Maiden loved
IIOR SALE
A-25-C bath, kitchens:lining area, util- WANTED: Experienced
by Zeus
crawlers are very new. They are
Welder
39-Parent-teacher
resistant to heat and to cold. AUTOMATIC WASHER, slight ity, storage mom, electric heat Apply at Five Points Welding 1960 RAMBLER, 4 door, autoorganization
matic,
Lots
$125.00. See Tommy
of shrubbery. Low utility Shop.
(abbr.)
Tar your bait needs, Call M- freight damage. Drastic reducA-25-C Brown at the Capri
Theatre.
41-Gratuity
aw, or see Lee Smith on the tion. Dick & Dunn T. V. & Elec- oosta and membership in water
association included in price of
42.Sertants
A-23-C
New Concord Highway. Watch tric Service, 118 South 12th
44-Exist
$18,000.00.
for the signs.
Street.
A-26-C A GOOD HOME and
1TNC
46.Detays
26 acres.
46-Itern of
BY OWNER: 1968 Dodge ChargPERFECT MOTHERS Day gifts. One mile put of South Pleasproperty
er, white with black vinyl top,
HOME MADE peanut brittle, Lovely hand made corduroy
ant Grove Church. House has
51 Soaks
ANNUAL
CALLS FOR MORE
afH. I.
stereo
with
four speakers, 440
52-Greek letter
fresh daily, 500 a beg. Phone ghans, in all colons. Phone 753- two-bedrooms,
living
room,
53-Artificial
magnum engine, automatic with Rcmnes, AT&T chairman.
7520 for free delivery.
3618.
language
A-29-C barge kitchen, den and bath
tells the 84th annual stockpower steering, mold new
dovnistairs, two bedrooms upSS-Stage whispers
A-28-C
59-11e mistaken
$4100, will sell for $2450. Phone holder meeting in Atlanta,
GIRLS CLOTHING, size 3, 5 and stairs, basement and double
STARTS WEDNESDAY
car60-Prepare for
Ga
that rate increases are
CLEAN carpets with ease. Blue 8. Call 753-5135.
753-8806.
A-25-C port. Farm has 15 acres cons
A-25-C
print
April 30th
being sought in at least 15
Lustre makes the job a breeze
62-Bed's
home
base and .46 Dark Tobacco bine.
63-Mournful
Rent electric shampooer $1.
states -despite _record earn.
Repisonneat cost of hose
_
NIL.? WANTED
1967 FORD pick-up 3/4 inn.
64.Spreads for
Western Auto Store.
drying
A-26-C
would be close to price Weed
Specially equipped for camper Ags-because of insufficient
465-Bristle
LOCAL PCtSITION; teechers, for
or heavy work. Like new. 19,- return on investment. He
this
ProOsitY• Full Ph*
USED ZIG-ZAELsewing =chime. housewives, retired people,
earnings are running
any- $15,500.00.
DOWN
Good conditioo. Call 762-2450 one with a
a25 000 actual miles. Phone 762- 7said
teaseling personality A GOOD Residential Lot
,
1 per cent and should be
4409.
90'
after 5:00 p. m.
x
Sna
1
ke
A-24-C at
A-23-C and a desire to render a worth- 150' on
least 1 per cent higher.
2-Equality
Peggy Ann Drive, near
Distr. by United nature Synd la,
while service. Good pay, full or new Shoppi
nc. 23
ng Center. Price
CELLENT, efficient and ec- pert time. For interview write $2,500.
00.
nomioal that's Blue Lustre car- to Ray Shreve, 1207 South 12th., 70
ACRE FARM, with stock
pet and upholstery cleaner. Mayfield, Kentucky.
A-23-C 'barn. Fenced all around wit
h11211=
Rent electric shampooer $1. Big
woven wire. located just off
HELLO,CHARLIE\
WE WON'T BE ABLE TO PLAY
A-26-C WANTED' B°11Y
,
t°
u° Pottertown beacktop H.814, 1
(JELL JUST HAVE TO FORFEIT
body met on Carl
f3ROW
?THIS
N
'
L.
" 751 mile North
YOUR
TEAM TODAY...FIVE OF
of
SPINET PIANO, must transfer 8761.
New
Concor
THE GAME.... YOU CON,
d
• A-27-NC
TWO-GAME WINNING STREAK
IS FRANKLIN.
Highway 121. Price only $7,500.next 1§ days. Will consider reOUR GUYS CAN'T MAKE IT...
CHAR
LIE
BROW
N..
00.
WANT
,0
ED
Service
:
Station
, eitePoneible local party only to
but AN „EXCXLI.ENT 3-bedroom
-o'er payments. To inspect,
write Home Office, Joplin Piano not necessary. Mese; of ad- brick home and stock barn with
~cement for good worker 10 to 50 acres Located 8 miles
., Joplin, Mo.
A-24-P willing
to lea.r. Trotter's Gem S. E. of Murray off the heavily
CREPE formal, she Junior
A-24-NC congested thoroughfares. This
7. Never worn, $20.00. See at
is an opportunity to enjoy a
WANTE
D: Experienced trphols- good home in
& Lassie.
a quiet section
A-24-C tery
roan. Good pay. Apply in and a good
revenue from a
peruse at Peck's Upholstery =all cattle
operation.
Shop, 520 So. 4th Street. A-24-C CALL OR SEE
US on these and
listings. Also we need adWANTED: Morning cook fe- other
ditiorai
ustings of two and
mile, four a. m. to 12 noon
Mt. Apply at Irvin Cobb Re- three bedroom homes in burray.
sod, phone 436-5811.
A-28-C FULTO
N YOUNG Realty, 4th
SHE'S
L 62_
JUST BECAUSE
WANTED nights at Jacks Su- and Maple Streets, Murray, Ky.
Must have had previous per Burger
ALW
AYS
to cook on grill. Office phone 753-7333. Fulton
I LEFT MY Industrial
experience. No phone calls accepted. ASply Young, home phone,
PICKING
753-4046,
RAK
Excellent pay dr fringe in person, Jack's Super Burger R. B. Pattersoo home
E IN HER
phone,
ON ME
benefits. If you are co Chestnut 91
DRIVEWAY
A-24-C 436-5697.
A-B4-C
qualified for this posiJEWELRY COMPANY has open- THREE-BEDROOM house, 1%
tion you may apply at:
ing for two sales ladies. Part blocks from Carter Elementary
tine wort also available. For School, 2 blocks from Univerappointment phone 753-52135 sity. Has two baths, family
between 4:30 and 6:00 p. m.
room, living and dining room
and
A-29-C combination, lots of built-ins,
central heat and air. Beck yard
is fenced in and has plenty
P.O. Box 329
WANTED TO BUT
of shade. Phone 753-3043 after
Mayfield, Ky.
Phone 247-6730
A-26-C
WANTED: Used chest of draw 5:00 p. m.
"An Equal Opportunity eve, good condition, reasonably BY
OWNER, home, 3 acres. Al•
priced. Phone 763-1916 and ask so business buildin
Employer"
gs 5 miles
foe Mary, before 5:00 R. m.
North of Benton, Ky., on Hwy
TFNC W. Phone Gilbertaville 362-9037.
A-24-C
THREE-BEDROOM brick house,
full air conditioning, all
elecI STILL CAN'T BELIEVE
tric, large living-dining room
-e
A FEW MINUTES PASS- AND
IT, POP...VOU DREAM
combination, large kitchen and
POP BEGINS TO DROWSE AGAIN
ABOUT GETTING A
utility stoage am, carport,
on
PRESENT 120/4/1 A
extra large lot. Near Robertson
11;1
MAN YOU HAVEN'T
School. By owner. Call
HEARD FROM IN
753-13112
Ii
days or 753-8973 nights.
\MARS AND !MI
V
A-MIC
WHA MMO 'THE PRESENT
NOTICS
ARRIVES.
ELECISOLITE SALES & tsrvies, Sol 113 Murray, Lg., C.
M. Sanders. nose 11112-3176,
Lynnville, Ky.
A-23-C
LISTEN DAILY, for Swap-Shop
on WNBS, 12:20 to 12:30. Sponsored byearilson Insurance, RealEstate and Auction Co.
GENO'S ITALIAN Restaurant,
t
1302 Chestnut at the Dixieland
Shopping Center is now owned
and operated by Genoa Inc.
A-23-C
WHAT DO
I'LL PLAY FAIR AND NOT
STOP
TRADE DAY every 4th SaturYOU-OW!
USE KV SERVICE REVOLVER,
("ONCE / GET 771/5 -1/6Wday, Between Lakes Shop
HAVE IN
SINCE VOU ARE t4OT USING
ping Center. Dover. Tenn Swap,
K/55 0'DEATH'OVER MIND
,'lot.)
trade, sell or auction. Come
A WEAPON -BUT FRANKL'i
CAN GET oni RD rH'SASY
CHEAP
this Saturday, April X. A-25-C
I DoN'T GET YOUR DRIFTPA R T-- K/LIM/'
HOOD9
SELTONE factory fresh hearAilMil=9
big aid batteries for all make
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
H-ITV

MANAGER
TRAINEE

CROSS
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Ch2000 Dresses
to Choose From!

iamtiamiNdurigaino
aimmiammuiiiimum

Peanuts®

by Charles M. Schulz
I CAN'T BELIEVE
A

-7/

BOILER
OPERATOR
Wanted

Nancy

by Ernie BushrniLler

FLAYS
Pn3ff1D

The General Tire

Rubber Compan

Abbie'N Slats

by R. Van Buren

Wholesale Carpet

RAKE
Oz. Box

11

Yes, We Have Wholesale Prices

ALVfir

on Carpet!

100% Continuous Filament Nylon

PE

Pile. Sculptured pattern. Tip shear-

nanas
•10C
Sundays

,Y ORDERS
Itities
29 , 1969

ed, F.H.A. approved. Double jute

back. Average size bedroom 9'x12'

Lil' Abner

can be installed with 7/16' cush-

and workmanship guaranteed. You

must be satisfied.

KEN-TEN BUILDING SUPPLY
Phone 753-6563

. - ,-As
0,,MYyim

srumoor AlVer/ mEAN.T-9

ion, for only 872.00. All material

207 Maple Street

r

A-n-c

WAPITIN) TO IUSSIT
,WANTED: One or two-bedroom
unfursialsed house ollt of city
limits on paved road. Must have
running water and bath: Rent
reasonable. Phone 753-1918 beJars 1L.00 p. m., and gat
Ma
TFNC

b Al Capp

SQUOU4110

4I •
•

moans
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KIPA Will
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—

MUSBAY. 1KINTOCIT

Students At
Speech Meet

OCemilmieg Prime Fags 1)

WEDNESDAY — APRIL 23, liMill

Jehovah's Group
Attends Meeting
At Nashville

The Tax Package At A Glance

a

ICesilemied Neon Pep 1)
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The tax package at a glance:
Surtax: 10 par cent surtax would go to 5 per cent Jan. 1,
held at the Honda hin is Mur- essenear of site board at sopJehovah's Witnessed in Murwould be repealed effective June 30, 1150.
As the new prendent of
ray, with Saturday meetings •
ray, returned today from a
Credit: The 7 per cent investment tax credit would be
the student government. Llafor the Nursing
Six Murray University School weekend convention in Nashma by statute becomes a memrepealed immediately.
ville, Tennessee with a deeper
speech
attended
*intents
state
at Murray Stets.
a
ber of the hoist
Poor: 2 million of the 4.3 inWion poor taxpayers would not
tournament in Lexington, April appreciation of the propriety of
illemehig the service of the
la oder action, the board
have to pay teem
law and order, according to
and 18.
ediegide gems. GOV. Louie B. weaseled wester of arts
17
preRich: People with high deductions would not be allowed to
Ralph Temeneer, senior, re- Witness minister George R.
Mina bee poselehned the week sume in Ger
and studio
ceived a superior rating in ex- Randarra.
el A/di 2147 Collegiate Press
write off more than 50 per cent of total income, with scene
authorised the Nsuance of
art,
temporaneous speaking. Marcia
Week in Kentucky.
exceptions.
413,377,000 in revenue bonds
Bandarra, an area resident,
Two panel discussions are
Hayes and Edith Shooks, senFoundations: New rules tightening watchdog activities over
and the issuenoe of revenue
said
the
need
for
Christians
to
iors, won excellent ratings is
slated Friday following retestax
exempt foundations.
anticipator' mks for VW
bond
cultivate
respect
for
the
law,
poetry interpretation. Annette
t:sten — a creative writing
amount for the interim financFarms: Restrictions designed to stop gentlemen fanners
Houston, sophomore, rated an law makers and law enforcers
session at 1 p.m. and a panel
ing of several Olerap4111 construcwas driven home during the
from writing off nonfarm income.
eacellent in storytelling.
to discuss Kentucky politics a.
projects, approved an d- Barbera
tion
Charity: Charitable contributions now limited to 90 per cent
Howard, lith grade, climax of their seminar, during
3 p.m.
ame in fees for exteades won an excellent
Included as creative writing
in prose. Sam. the lecture, "Law and Order —
of
income
would go to 50 per cent, but restrictions applied to
courses, asad received a meet
Collins, senior, also participated When and How?"o
panel members are L. J. Horsome
who
now
are allowea to deduct up to all of their income.
on plans for the spring com- In draniMic
interpretation and "People have become inured
de, director of journalism at
Moving: Job-connecd moving expense deductions4
mencement seisms
to lawlessness because,there is
rased a good.
Murray State, moderator; Mrs.
Spartmme a weave of Cello- George
liberalized to allow for such indirect costs as house-hunting,
Marts and Lew- so much of it." Bandarra said,
Shirley Porter Williams colway County, was a member of rence Suffill,
living expenses.
sponsors, boccie- "We hear of assaults, burglary,
hlre. Kerry Spse*
a. Jahn Chrerteneesis and Mrs.
umnist for the Kentucky Educathe second clam to graduate at panied
rape and bank robberies so ofGeorge Hart we pictured here at ens of the PIO meetings
group.
tion Association Journal; Bill- Murray,
finishing in 1028. He
ten that it takes a pretty spectShe is survived by three
being had here this week. Mrs. Sparks and Mrs. Clestee
Powell, roving editor of the Paalso bolds a mister's degree
acular crime to impress people
daughters, Mrs. Magdallne Sins
mess were the conventim chairmen fee the thirteen.% we
iucah Sun-Detaocrat and John
from the University of Kentoday."
of Benton Rt. 3, Mrs. Rex Parkmei siteettive of Kentwary Chapter PEO which convened in
Fetterman, state writer for the
tucky.
One of the points made durins of Hardin Rt. 1, and Mrs
Merray April 20-22. Mrs. Hart Is presided ef the Mob
Louisville Courier-JournaL
Prior to condog to Murray
ing the Bible lecture, he said,
BENTON, Ky., April 22—Mrs. Hallene Vasley of Warre n,
Chspter he
The political panel will in••
State in Me, be was principal
"is that it's not enough to re- Annie Mills, 79, Benton Rt. 3, Mich.; two sons, Wilford Mitts or
nude lord, Waterfield and foe
and beiketball couch at high 1Gentliwied Prom raga
frain from wrongdoing just be- died at 1 p.m. Monday at Benshad
ear Kentucky Commerce Corn- schook in Concord, Benton and
Benton Rt. 7 and Robert Mills of
cause you fear punishment. A ton Municipal Hospital.
nissioner Katherine Peden.
Benton Rt. 3; three sisters. Mrs.*
viewing
operation
at
the
sure
of Christian should do
Feankfort, as well as =vertu
right for
Funeral services will be held
A buffet-style banquet is tended of the city schools in the new packaging machine
Saltzgiver of Wyandotte,
,principle's sake . . . because_ at 2 p.m. Wednesday at Collier Robert
Mimed for 7 p.m. Friday evenbitch., Mrs. Janie Farris of
the first one installed in Amer obedience
frosetbesed Pe•set Pam Onst
to law is something Funeral Chapel with the Rev. C.
ing at the Holiday Inn. IA. HaDearborn, MM., and Mrs. Ora
Long aotive in Murray civic Ca. James Garrison, president God commands."
street on the wen sus of the gen, data systems specialist for
C. Brasher officiating. Burial Saltzgiver of Hopkinsville; a
indicated
that
of
Milk
his
Ryan
affairs, Sparkman hes also ter
The
lecture
also
touched
on
Mil be in New Zion Cemetery.
city; therefore au of this tax Smith Central Bell, will show a red two terms on the Murray firm was honored by the visit
brother, Carl Sullivan of Benton
why the Witnesses feel many
Mrs. Mills was a member of Rt. 3; 13 grandchildren and 14
revenue is being put in the movie on data systems and the City Council and for several- of these high officials from EX.
laws today are Ineffectual.
industry.
press
revenue.
city school
New Zion Baptist Church.
great-grandchildren.
years was mieror pro tern of Call-0 and Pure Pak.
New officers wW be elected the city.
Jeffrey said is more sole
at a 9 a.m. business meeting
Dr. Harry M. Sparta, presiTwo Murray High Selma dis- divisions are being developed.
Saturday with auocistion presi- dent of Murray Seats, mid
the
tide recerved superior riddle these may then be put in the
Ammerman
Craig
dent
Eastof
said
Jeffrey
district.
school
city
recent appointment of Sparkin lie State Speech Contest bold
ern
Kentucky
University
presidthe
fought
man me brought about by the
Lezington Anvil 17 and la- the county board
Wencie Flood, darighter of Mr. last portion of the property to ing. Two other items of bus- enlargement of the university
and Mrs. Eugene flood mid be annexed to the city school iness, adoption of a new con- and the expansion of student
stitution and formation of an in- services.
Dories Stuart, daughter of Mr. district
With the merging of the two tercollegiate press service, are
"It became necessary to prosad Mrs. J. W. Stuert. received
vide for Dean Sparkman to give
dp ratings in prose bad don systems contingent to the tax also on the agenda.
A third panel to discuss press- overall supervisioo to Added
rustic inemperletion reepective- being passed in the May 27th
primary, the two boards would pelka relations as highlight of aativities on the campus and
4Durkee received further re- become one; therefore assuring the second day at 12:30 p.m. to relieve him of many of the
cognition as being one of the the county school children the Dr. Bay Mofield, chairman of reguiatory and counseling functen finaliefe in tineastic inter- same opportunity that the city the communications department tions which will be assumed by
at Murray State, will serve as Mr. Lane as the new dean of
school children ham.
pneediod
a
Asst. Supt. Miller explained moderator.
men," he odd.
Ofier seedsnis representing
Panel members will be: War.
Mornay High deluded: Idols the proposed tax structure of a
Lane, 35, hes been director
Aiemsnder, &miter of Mr. rod merged Calloway County-Mar- den John Will Wingo, Kentucky of housing for men and married
Penitentiary;
Col. Huffak- students at Murray State since
lars. Mimics Alesander„ receit- ray Independent School district State
ed moielent in podry, Jodi that was published in the Tues. er, provost marshall, Third US 1962. A native of Stewart'CoStuart, daughter of Mr. and day issue of the Ledger di Army; Dr. Frank Kodman, pro- unty, Tenn., he earned the
favor of psychology at Murray bachelor's degree at Murray in
Mee J. W. Stuart received =- Times.
Miller said he was for the State and a member of the 1960 and the master's degree
celled in humorous interprebe
don; and Mary Materrese, &u- emaner of the schools as long Kentucky Commission on Crime In history and education from
%.7
Sear of Dr. and Mrs. B. IL as it was a 50-60 proposition be- Prevention and Law Enforce- the same scbool in 1962.
PROTEN
Maernmo, received good la tween the two boards. He urged ment State Sen. Carroll HubHe is married to the former
each one to drop personalty bard of Mayfield, and several Carolyn Painter of Aliquippa,
darytelling.
Ronald Bhear is meth far problems and consider the mat- members of the Kentucky State Pa., and they have three sons.
Baer, 48, has been a member
the students. He reseed tint ter thoroughly so that each Police.
Schools planning to attend of the Murray State music facthere will be one more tourna- child, whether in the city or
ment this year, the district Na- county, would have the opport- the convention include the Uni- ulty since 1951. A native of
Riverside - 2-lb. bag ,
versity of Kentucky at Eliza- Mimeo, he is ao assiocide pretional Formed League to be unity for a better educatios.
be(been,
Mee% College, Ps- ferred in voice and in charge
Tie gentian was land V
timid at Hodgenville an May I
aid S.
there would be bailees hi alm* tassinmity College, East- of all chord activities on the
the retarded children in the ern Kentucky University, More- campus.
He is a graduate of the Chievent of a merger. Jeffrey and head State University, UniverMiller both said thst with the sity of Kentucky Northern Coin cago Musical College and at• • merger
that there would be munity College, University of tended St. OW College in Minavailable
funds for more units Kentucky, Kentucky State Col; nesota before coming to Murfrosselmed Preen Pant 1)
ray. For the past several monin the schools and that the unit lege and Murray State.
to fit loose enough Ito that it for retarded children could be
Two officers in the associa- ths he has also directed the
may fall back open just as your Included in the school plane.
Honey Gold - 12-os. pkg.
MELD:101 ALL MEAT
tion are students at Murray choir at the Fine Methodist
carrier drives away. This is ofAnother question raised was State — Karl Harrison of Ben- Cturrch in Fukon.
ten a greet help to the local "whet would happen to the ton, vice president, and Mrs.
As the new Murray State
car dealer at trade in time.
value of the property in the Sandra Lawrence of Wickliffe, ombudsman, Bear, who is one
of the moot popular and respectvarious elementary centers in secretary.
I. If you meet your carrier the county if the schools are
Now 42 years old, the ICIPA ed professors on the campus,
on the road, stop him and ask consolidated?" Ray Brooch who was formed in 1927. Murray
if you have any mail. After be lives at Coldwater said that State was Metalled as the will devote approximately half
pulls it out of one of the bund- with the amine of the school seventh member of the assoc. his time to matters of student
les of mail, just look at it and at that community, that the tenon soon after its organize welfare.
"It will be his reepansibility
then tell him to go ahead and property had increased and tioa.
to receive, investigate and brin
leave it in your box_ This may more building was now going
to the attention of the admin
cause that whole bundle to on there than ever before even
spew on the floor later on, as though the children now have were left "Minting in the bal- Motion compientas of students
a result of yours having been to go to Kirkaey or Lynn Grove ance" alter the Monday meet- who feel they hove received uning at Calloway County High just treatment at the hands
pulled out and that always adds to schooL
of the administration, faculty
School.
a bit of spice to your carrier's
American Beauty - # 303 can
Charles Coleman answered by
One person said that they felt or staff," Dr. Sparks mid.
day!
saying that'what would happen if it was explained more fully
He also will be chsrged with
BUTTERFIELD
4. If you only have one stamp, to the value of the property if to the people the many advant- bringing to the attention of the
SHOE STRING
the schools were closed because ages and the better facilities administrati ye authorities
but are mailing two letters and
of lack of revenue to run the they were receiving, that more cerned ended suggestions
mot one of them delivered
schools in the various coninsws- pe3ple would work harder to volving services and en
down the route a way that same
Speckled- # 300 can
ment, he Md.
Kies?"
get it actoss in the election.
clay, then be sure to put your
The concept of campus
A lengthy discussion was held
The
notice
of
election
that
one stamp on the other letter
as to the possibility of pouring has been given to be placed on budnnan, adapted from
that goes out of town. This
the tax and still not merging the May 27th ballot is as fol- Swedish and Danish governme
gives your earner • chance to
pods of "citizens' protector,"
with the city school system. It lows:
take off his gloves, open up his was brought
out here aged
"Are you for or against levy- becoming incremingly
stamp box, affix the stamp, and
that with the ennexatkd of ing in the Calloway County, at American Institutions.
Bush's - # 303 can
then hand postmark it. It is property to the city
Although these are probably
school dis- Kentucky School District, a
surprising how much time this
no
more than 30 to 30 campus
trict, that the revenue would epeeist school building fired
procedure can help him kill.
keep decreasing until funds tax in addition to the maximum ombudsmen now, several dozen
might not be available to run school tax levy as provided by institutions are considering creS. If your carrier makes a mis- the Calloway County Schools.
Stokely Sweet Pickled - glass jar
law, at the rate of fifteen cents ating such posts.
take and leaves a piece of your
Three new courses will be
•
Another nastier brought out (15c) on each $100.00 of properneighbor's mail in your box, be was net
with the passing of ty subject to school taxation in added to the curriculum at MurJET-DRY
sure to write across it in bold the tax and the merger of the
said District, the proceeds there- ray State for the mutter's demistake
"delivered
by
Mien,
schools that two new element- of M be used according to law gree program in German. The
Pal - 24-lb jar
he John Doe". This lets your ary schools for the first six
graduate program in studio art
se
est
out
in
KRS
for
160.477
inighbor know wird • dunce grades of the county would be
the purchase or lease of school will include five major areas-the carrier is, and is guaranteed built in a three mile radius of
sites and buildings, for the drawing, painting, graphics,
to help keep the carrier hum- Murray city limits so as to have erection
ceramics and scultpure.
and complete equippDr. Thomas B. Homincanap,
ble.
better facilities for water, sew- ing of new school buildings, for
er, gas, to go along with the the inaior *iterations, enlarge vice president for administrative affairs at Murray State, said
6. On bed days,he sure to ask Austin, Carter. and Robertson meat
and complete equipping
the iseuance of revenue bond
the carrier how he likes the Elementary units now in the of
(Makes about 12 servings)
existing buildings, for the
anticipation notes is a method
weather. Then tell him, 'Ts city of Murray.
1 package Duncan Hines Banana
purpose of retiring, directly on
2 bananas
used pending the development
glad to see you are earning
The facilities now at Callo- through rental payments,
Supreme Deluxe Cake Mix
11
/
2 cuplapwater
shod of a more favorable bond
your money for a change" This way County High School and building
1
package
banana
maror
vanilla
instant
2 eggs
revenue bonds issued ket.
pudding mix (4 serving size)
will make the drifts seem not Murray High School would pro- for sucht school
buildings ImHe said the two series of
so deep as he wades to your bably be used for Junior high provements. and for the
Preheat oven to 350'.
pun
schools, grades seven, eight, pose of financing any program bonds involved in the board
box.
Using 8' Of 9" round layer cake pans, make and cool cake as directed on
action
will provide financing
NESTEA
and nine, and that the new for the acquisition, haltrovethe label.
for
several
construction
proschool
built
box,
to be
on the Pullen ment, or building of schools?
mount
7. If yew have a big
Prepare instant pudding as directed on package. Slice bananas
ited
Ili'
air
thick
jects, including the addition to
mem
.
and fold into pudding. Set aside.
it high enough so the lid will property on Doran Road would
For
Agai
the
fine
arts
building
and the
After cake has cooled, spread banana pudding mixture between layers and
come down on top of car if the be used to house the tenth, ele- Provision will be made upon
on top of cake. Allow some pudding to drizzle down cake sides. Store cake
carrier gets too dope, while venth. and twelfth grades, ac- the ballots for the voters oh general classroom building, both
in
refrigerator.
now
under construction, the
if be stays far enough away, cording to discussion at the said School District to indicate
Boxes
acedernicathletic
Pankage
complex
WHEN
BAKING AT HIGH ALTITUDES: 13ake as directed on side panel.
and
the flag is impossible to reach meeting last night.
whether they are "for" or "aAloes with these proposed gainst" the levying of said spec- football stadium, the business
This is veri good for stretching
services building, and a new
and toning up his muscles and/ facilities would be the construc- ial school building fund tax.
campus mall and overpass.
Flavor-K 1st
vocational
tion
new
of
school
a
Nabisco
or his vocabulary!
The board's action on extenwith the school distrittt having
sion course fees increases the
pkgs.
2
lb.
o
furnish $200,000 with the
•
cost to $3 per semester hour
Federal government matching
"sore than fees for courses
Men Up—Wom"en Down
his amount.
Persistent hoar sejI S or'swaldeath rate for Cafitti in
Many periods expressed their lowing difficulties could Prove taught on :the aunpue .
Ryan's Non-Dairy Product
Commeitcement plans includiseornen dropped 13 per cent
pport of the Oa: issue and to he cancer of the larynx. The
ed in -.the report to the hoard
_Sex 1938 but increasedigniong
American
Cancer
Society says include
'men by 37 per cent according IQ that they felt after MU this form of canter
an acceptance by Gov
is largely
pint
to the American Cancer Society. eeting on Tuesday, that many curable.
Louie B Nunn to deliver the
uestions were answered that
commencement
address
June
2.
•
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Mrs. Mills, 79,
Of Benton,Dies
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POTATO STICKS

7 29,1
3:

Sweet Potatoes 27:450
Beets
270
Peanut Butter - - - 990

I Butterbeans-- 250
3rolls$1.00

BANANA CREAM CAKE

3

$1

490 ICE CREAM CUPS ____ box 012 20°
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Dr.Eubanks
Is Awarded
Fellowship

package at a &DEW
id go to 5 per cent Jan. I,
,1970.
meat tax credit would be
n poor taxpayers would not
)ns would not be allowed tot
)f total income, with some
Ling watchdog activities over
to stop gentlemen farmers
is now limited to 30 per cent
,, but restrictions applied to
deductio
income4
,et up to all of their
n
ring expense
stet costa as house-hunting,

le is survived by three
ghters, Mrs. Magdaline Stria
lemon RI 3, Mrs. Res Parkof Hardin Rt. 1, and Mrs.
iene Vasiev of Warren,
11.; two sons, Wilford Mills ot
iton Rt. 7 and Robert Mills of
iton Rt. 3; three sisters, Mrs.*
)ert Saltzgiver of Wyandotte,
:h., Mrs. Janie Farris of
irbom, M.and Mrs. Ova
tzgiver of Hopldrisville; a
they, Carl Sullivan of Benton
3; 13 grandchildren and 14
at-grandchildren.

1DUCE

Dr. Clifford L. Eubanks,chairman of the department annulusmeat at Murray State University,
has been awarded a fellowehip to
work this summer with the top
executives of one of the world's
leading financial firma.
He will spend six to seven
weeks in August and September
$ with the Associates Investment
11,-.COmpany of South Bend, lad.,
w a company dealing in banking,
,
insurance, leasing, and consumer, commercial and industrial
financing.
Arranged by the EconmicEducatioo Foundation of New York, the fellowship is one of 50
awarded natiormide from a list
of applicants that includes more
than 500 young college and aniswitty faculty members with deo•
tore degrees.
Eubanks is the first kcuity
member from Murray State chosen for one of the felknrakips,
which consists of about $1,100
plus expenses.
The fellowship program is lie.
signed to provide young professors in business and economies
with doctoral degrees an oppor• Malty to work with some of the
nation's leading executives and
to give the companies the opportunity to have their activities
evaluated from an academic point
of view.
Associates Investment Compaq, which has -interests in the
States, Canada and Germany, owns several companies
In different areas of insurance,
leasing and lancing. Eubanks
will work with the top executives
In each area, reviewing policies
and programs, and wind up his
work with a formal report to the
company's leading corporate executives.
Eubanks earned the B. S. degree at Arkansas State University and the M. B. A. and Ph. D.
degrees at the University of Arkansas
He was on the faculty of Kansas
State University at Manhattan before joining the Murray State faculty in 1967.

FRUIT ••••
FANS 23° 1 •
RADISHES
50
lb.

990

•Stewart Asks
Congress For
More Warning
WASHINGTON UPI - U. S. Surgeon General William H. Stewart
asked Congress today to strengthen the warning on cigarette
packs about the dangers ofsmoking and to require the warning
In all cigarette advertising.
At present, cigarette manufacturers are required to print
the following on each pack: "Caution : Cigarette Smoking May
Be Hazardous to Your Health."
Said Stewart: "The warning
now required is weak."
Testifying before the House
Commerce Committee, he said,
'It states only that cigarette
smoking 'may be hazardous to
your health.' In this nation and
throughout the world scientific
evidence has continued to accumulate, to strengthen and confirm the 1964 conclusion that
cigarette smoking is, in fact, a
proved and present danger to
public health."
In 1964 a government report
concluded that cigarette smoking
was related to lung cancer in
men, that it was contributed to
chronic bronchitis and that higher mortality among cigarette smokers was associated with many
cardiovascular diseases.
Stewart said the department
"
1 of Health, Education and Welfare
believes that the 1965 cigarette
labeling and advertising law "has
s
proved inadequate to the urgent
needs for greater progress in
advising the American public of
the health hazards they amine
when smoking cigarettes."

NEW EXCITING GLASSWARE,COLOR:AQUAMARINE,
SWIRL DESIGN.

This Week: April 21st thru April 26th, 1969
ONE GLASS
16-oz.
With Purchase of
86-oz.PITCHER
At 59c
Reg. 89c Value

9 AM to 9 PM

sroff HOURS:

DAV - Clued Soft.
6

S VE

ive

SHOP AND SAYE

NYDI PARK

OUAUTY STAMPS

EGGS

20°

— pint I 9°

is

1111111111M1111It"

We MI be Happy to
CASH YOUR CHECKS
Personal or Payrd

28c

With This Coupon And $5.00
Or More PurchaseCoupon Valid Thru April 26th, 1969
Redeem at COOPER-MARTIN or BIG STAR
Unilt: Ono Coupon Per Customer

WW"ISSAW-Wq
Redeem All Three Coupons
With A $15 or More Purchase

LIBBY DEEP BROWN

8

BEANS

MERIT c

WIthmoploarskseasn,

4:— VALUABLE COUPON

OLEO

0

14-oz.$110

cans

Iffilh Coupon
and $8.00 Purchase
2-11n.

L
Beef-StewUNY
Chili with--Spaghetti

SAVE

C

C.

Without Coupon
(Rag. 5 tbs. 99c)

MERIT

OLEO
_

Coupon Valid Thru April 26th, 1969
Redeem at COOPER-MARTIN or BIG STAR
umit, Ono Coupon Per Customer

LBS.

W-,
V054105454-W$
Redeem All Three Coupons
With A $15 or More Purchase

DOG FOOD

LISSY 11111TEIFID
I

• ON Nee

Mixed Vegetables'"-d"Phb
59,
Strawber Preserves

With Coupon
And 15.00 Purchase

VAl

DOG FOOD 6=28c t
Without Coupon:6 16-oz. cans 59e

i

With This Coupon And $5.00
Or More Purchase

I

Coupon Valid Thru April 26th, 1969
Redeem at COOPER-MARTIN or BIG STAR

cans

Light
Meat

COUPON

SAVE

:

16-0z.

UABI 1

TONY

C

Without Coupon
6 eons 59e

KRAFT

DEL MONTE CHUNK

2 ibi18c

Without Coupon:.Sibs.994

With This Coupon And $5.00
Or More Purchase

2TONY

Limit Ono Coupon Pot Custom*,
01~W$_/
1)
VIR40/

SWIFT PREMIUM

Franks
Beef Liver
Sliced Bologna
Rib Steaks- hi
Stew Meat
FRESH

SMOKED

HAMS

ROSEDALE

Tomatoes

•

16-6... $100
ars

PSohrtainonk %.
1

CHARNIN

Toilet Tissue "swig'

•

4.9•11 394

V

lb.

NORTHERN ASST.

b.oc
(Butt
Half 11111W

TOWELS

,umb.$1100

g
ILLUSAGE
l A

Z

ie. 69°

S
s MOKED JOWL

lb'

OAST

Corn . . . .
5
Red Delicious Apples
FANCY WASHINGTON

lb•

29v

784

RORIDA
5-Ib.
bee

CRIS7

2

14b.
sec.

BEEF

59°
29°

$1"

Sews

49°

MAILED
AND COUPONS
WITH PURCHASE
31st
MARCH
OF
WEEK
TO HOMES
April 26th
thru
21st
April
Coupons
,
any
This Weeks'
or more purchase at
Stamp Coupon on $3.00 other than Food Stores.
100
•
Quality Stamps
purthase at
Finn giving
on $3.00 pr more
Coupon
Stamp
Excluding Milk,
go 100
—
stores
Star
Cooper-Martin or Big
Tobaccos.
Milk Products and
Conon' Mrs. GrisCoupon on Two .(2) 6-oz.
Stomp
• 100
som's Salads.
Ught,litelbe`
Stomp Coi,lapon on Any 4
• 100
-•

Pi.,,AUCree0,4111110"VM

-•

se

•

lb•

89°

SWIFT PREMIUM ProTen or
CHOICE QUALITY

Cut 59

ROAST

Blade

CHUCK
lb.

MILUONS o FREE
QUALITY STAMPS

POTATOES
Oran
ges
POSH
Carrots

is- 59°

SHOULDER

YELLOW

10-lb.
bag

enter Slices

lb. $1.09

rolls

HYDE PARK

"3 69°
lb.59'
lb. 69°

BEEF BONELESS

'

•

Grade A
Large . . . dos.

Without Coupon Regular Retail Price

IDAHO BAKING

- — — box of 12

Rei

4:- VALUABLE COUPON

•

To add fun to me pursuit of
the zodiac, a stationery designer
has introduced zodiac notes and
Imprinted zodiac letter paper.
The notes come in a range of
colon based on those for the
individual birth signs. The
envelopes are marvelum lined in
matching colors. The
iresonalized zodiac letter paper
comes in blue with the zodiac
sign, name and address
Imprinted in darker blue ink.
The fold 'n' seal envelopes are
tined with an all-over print of
lIe same zodiac kign in dark blue
Citt sky blue.
(E. Errett Smith, Stationery
Disiguers.).

WEDNESDAY — APRIL 23. 1989

OUTSTANDING GLASSWARE OFFER!

pkg.

CORN
3

MDERAY. KENTUCery

COUPON
50 FREE QUALITY STAMPS
With This Coupon and Purchase of

1 - 10-1b. bag Jazz Dog
Food
Coupon Expires Sat
, AprIl 26, 1969
Redeorn at BIG STAR or
COOPER-MARTIN STORES

si

PILE

COUPON
QUALITY STAMP

1

With This Coupon and Purchase
of

Minch
roll

Reynolds Aluminum Foil

Coejpee Expires Sat., April
26, 1069
liostoom at BM STAR.,
COOPER•MARItt• :TOMS

T

•
•••••
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MURRAY, IIINTUCKY

Baseball Was David Jannsen
Not Invented A Switch! Actor
"Deck Atwixi- By Doubleday
Ry ARMY AlterilltD

Ceatral Press dasoctatioa
Correspondent

By DICK WEST

HOLLYWOOD—David Janssen. -The Fugitive," mimosa

15411;FM

television! That's a switch!
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Family Triangle
Who Is Right?

Isn't Kidding!

Loves Alma Mater TV

WEDNESDAY — APRIL 23. l060
HAM ISATIS U. 5.
NRA PLAYOFF
PORT AU PRINCE, Hod BO
—Raid detested the United NEW YORK art — The bait Stites 2-0 Waft In a=ofeeven National Basketbell As- soccer oup meta. Hall
a gad in ads WM
sociation final Owed
wili bean in lea Angeles WedSelerten 31nI - 'Carolina .
nesday night.
Ori My Mind" by James Taylor ,
The NBA mid Sunday
P1i.0-1805, "Sweet
(Apple
Wars deo will host the
Paul Mauriat
Charity" by
Celtics on Piiday might before (Phili 40595), "Never Gonna
.I Let lim Know" by Debbie 4
the leene "witches t° the
The third Pine 18 lichedubld in Taylor (GWP 501), "Viva El
Boston Sundae, April 27,
Amor"•
by Sandler & Young
the fourth on either April 29 o
30, depending on the avaitabil (Capitol P-2423), "Dark Shadows and Empty Hallways" by
it of Boston Garden.
Rorie Lo z Pulsar 2409

one both physically and mentally for Jansen, It called for
years of rdaearch on the part
of the film's makers and weeks
of research and learning by the
players who had to adapt the
lingo peculiar to astronauts-a
language we are now all beginning to learn as a result of the
latest space shot.
"However, this is one of those
rare roles an actor is proud to
hgve played. It's a movie I
think will not be soon forgot.
ten"
It was doubly tough because
the real astronauts were unable
to help in any technical advice
On the most important aspect
they have said its not yet possible to rescue a fellow astronaut trapped in space!
"But then again," laughed
Gregory Peck, "they (the astronauts) do not have David
Janssen and Gregory Peck!"
• • •
JANSSEN will always have a
soft spot in his heart for TV
for another reason It has
made him a very rich man.
His years of The Fugitive"
paid David well and are still
paying him because the series
Is playing new markets abroad,
ad replaying in many cities in
the U.S. He's a part-owner of
the entire package, as well as
an actor-collector of the residuals. This puts him a considerable cut above the average
star.
And "average star" Dave is
NOT. Unlike most stare who
seek to feed their egos in postacting days by becoming dlrectors and thus bossing actors,
Janssen says, "I like the production end —the MONEY end of
the business and that's where
I'll end when I get tired .
o1
holding in my stomach and try'
log to look thin when rin really
not. Actually, I've been hungry
for the past 15 years!"
Physically hungry
that's
what David Janssen has been

NASHINGTON UPI - Education
Most TV stars constantly
generally is a two-stage process. beef about the small *croon
In the second stage we learn (well-paying) jobs and yearn
that the things we learned in the for the big screen features and,
first stage prebably were untrue. hopefully, salaries to match.
However, Janssen says "The
April has been a busy month
things I miss about TV are,
for those of us in the second oddly enough,
the long hours
stage.
(16 hours were a typical day)
First we learned that what we and the rough locations. I guess
By Abigail Van Buren
had learned about Christopher it's because I'm a native of
DEAR ABBY I never thought I'd be writing to you, but I Columbus being an Italian is Naponne. Neb., where the
open to question:
guess everybody says that.
fanners worked long and hard.
A Spfmish historian and g000- And I'm used to hard work.
My 17-your-old sister was having problems at home in the
"Now that I've 'graduated'—
East so my husband sterna her come live with us and our gist claims in a research paper
published in Madrid that Colum- if that's the word—to features
two children as we had pleety of room.
With their long schedules and
She gave me nothing but trouble from the beginning with bus actually was a Basque pirate. elaborate production timelate hours, borrowing the car, etc. She was graduated from
tables, I get fidgety when there
Only a Myth
high school here, and married a real bum. Anyway, she came
are long stretches of time between my scenes."
over one day last week and started telling me how "cagy" she
Then we learned mat what we
In his current film, "Mahad been with my husband while she lived here. She said she had learned about Abner DoubleDavid Jannson—senior astronaut
didn't tell me at the time because she was afraid I would• day inventing baseball was only rooned," a highly technical and
accurate account of a space pal of long standing Buddy
send her back East.
a myth.
rescue, there have been unusu- White.
My husband is young and good looking and craves
Sports illustrated reports that ally long waits between takes
It's hard to get back in
affection, but I never dreamed he'd leech a 17-year-old kid who the game was invented by a New as equipment was meticulously mood of a scene after a the
A NON DAIRY PRODUCT
long
always looked like a slob, and would elvishly tell me about it. York bank teller rained Alexan- set up- -almost am accurately as delay while playing cards- parder
Joy
Cartwright Jr.
a count-down at the Cape.
Ucularly if you're losing! But,
I questioned my husband; he aidgelliewmaiying. I got them
• • •
Well, history will be a great
the home makes the wait and
together and they both swore alliCalle Ihe after was lying.
"IN TV," David reminded,"an the return to the "mood" fairly
Who should I believe? I am gobs Wily. rye new addrusted subject if they ever get it finishcomforta
my husband before, but why able* lay sister want to lie to ed. Meanwhile, we apparently actor is always 'on.' He has to bath, ble: it has bedroom,
kitchen, bar, stereo music
are
doomed
to
hammeri
on
go
be
ready,
ng
like
race
a
horse.
me?
CAN'T Sl.F.F.P
USE IN COOKING
information into our brains and Whereas in a big film, like and short-wave phone.
• • •
AND
this one, it becomes necessary
DEAR CAN'T: Relieve year eashand. Your kid sister is then ripping it out again,
THE WAITS between takes
BAKING
These are times when I envy _to get into the mood all over
probably miserable. and Man bees eampasy.
for "Marooned" accentuated the
my friend Rogers, the only per- again after a long absence on fact this
TUO
is Janssen's most difson I know who openly admits the set."
ficult role--also the meatiest
DEAR ABBY: Right now my s-YEAR-OLD daughter is
Janssen, more of a thinker
that he has a closed mind.
he's ever tackled on the big
sitting in her room sulking. Why? Because I won't buy her a
Many people close their minds than one of his good looks screen. He plays the "senior
usually is, its an omniverous
brassiere! Tie my word for it, she has nothing to put in it, but unintentionally, but Rogers
astronaut" whose job it is to
did
she wants awe anyway. She says all her friends wear them. I've it deliberately. He simply dead- reader. He keeps an enormous rescue Richard Crenna, James
mobile
home
next
to
the
stage
seen hof MN& and I wouldn't know why any of them would ed one day that he was fed iv
Franciscus and dene Hackman
where
working. (The
he's
A PASTEURIZED HOMOGENIZED.
from outer space where they
be weeders brassiere.
with having things he had learned -home-bus ls one of his
TV are trapped due to malfunction
Medd I -give in and buy her one just to improve her become null and void.
PRODUCT FOR
"profits.")
of their spacecraft. He is andimosition?•
—"flan now on, I'm sticking
WATERLOO MOTHER
The moment Janson com- swerable only to Gregory
COME,
CEREAL AND FRUIT
Peck,
with what I already know," he pletes a scene, he retires to the
chief of Manned Space, who in
CONTAINS NO MILK OR MILK FAT
DEAR MOTHER: Mothers arise give in to iinirove tbeir said. So he shut his mind
and privacy (it has one-way seeing turn, is answerable only to the
0,•cirsautbes Mr A • • Co.'s sn,.e iO•
children's dispositions are letting themselves in for an endless hasn't opened it since.
Mt 1ST
windows) of the bus and grabs President of the
WOWS* CA SI A141 11
WOKS.
U.S.
..").•%OSSA II
10•St • ..0/1Kr4lt •••,,
improvement program. Tell year a-year-old that wide
a
book
or
plays
cards
with
bia - The role has been A tough not finalicialbi,,.
she
,
73 trS1 vCIIIMAS f. A InrAC.11 /MAN A•00 S.
weeds a brassiere.
,
t• (MN)? t Pit I
Arguments Are Futile
buy her one—lint not Rath.
ures and man was able to pick
Mrs. William Miamian, Bill's
I have tried on occasions'te vp where he had left off.
STONEMAN GETS CAR
DEAR ABBY: A very good friend of mine promised her
mother, and Rick Mineiman, his
MONTRE
convince
him
AL
To
—
meek
that
open
"My
minds
16 FL OZ (1 PINT)
mind is like a medieval
husband she'd quit smoking. She did, but now she
brother, just reissued from
chews are essential to progress, but
mooastery. y Limping U dosed, the outstanding no-hit perform- Vietnam,
tobacco instead, which I think is even worse. It's bad enough
to such arguments are futile.
were
Pretest at the
I am protecting old truths against ance of Montreal pitcher Bill
see a man chewing, but a chewing woman is a disgrace
Packed in Ryan new Foil Lined
. She
Stoneman, a cm was Presented ceremony hoaxing the southlong
"My mine is closed on every the flood of nonsense
claims a lot of women chew tobacco, but nobody knows
that
We carton. First of its kind
is
ento him Sunday between guises paw's masterpiece ow.' Philait subject, including opetemiptied- gulfing the land,"
in the U.S.
because they don't spit in public and they are careful not
to let ness," he says.
era.
My own mind is more like a of the Chicago doubleheader. delphia last Thursday night.
the tobacco juice gather in the corners of their mouth
Rogers concedes he might mI- sieve than a
or
monastery. So it
"drool" like men do.
ss something important, such
I have told her she wasn't fooling anybody, they know she as a future finding that Abair wouldn't do any good for me to
dime it, Everything inside would
hi chewing, but she insists I'm wrong. I fear she has the
habit Doubleday discovered America;
leak out,
so bad she can't quit. Will you please ask your readers
to pray He maintains, however, that be
for her?
is preserving something even
LUCY
more valuable.
DEAR LUCY: The wide world mold pray for
"During the Dark Ages, when
her but
EllieSS Use Lord has her cooperat
barbarians overran the land, schion. she'll continue to chew.
olarly monks kept the spark of
civiligation alive by shutting th- LOOK IN THE MIRROR!
DEAR ABBY I am 25 and single. Two years ago
I decided emselve
Have you ever looked at
s im in monasteries with
Mat virginity was a thing of the pasL During that time, all
my their becks and art works,"
be yourself as others see you?
relationships with men have been the same: Interest
at first, says.
How surprised we can be when
thee the sexual relationship, then a brief period
of "going
"When reason began to pre- we look at ourselves in a threetogether" After that a gradual decline of interest,
complaints vail again, they emerged from sided mirror and see all views
about finances, fewer dates, and finally the desire
to "be free." the cloisters with these trees- —the front, the sides, and the
The average length of the relationship: Two months.
rear.
I finally figured out that no matter how aggressi
ve a guy
It's the rear view that is apt
is, he still wants a girl to bold out. And why not?
Once you've
to be the most traumatic to our
slept with someone, what is there left to find out
about them!
egos. The,seat may look bigger
So now I'm being "good," not because of
morals but
than we thought; the hips may
because it's smart. After all, I want to get married
look flabbier; the back line
some day,
not be a service station all my life. "BOTH SIDES
more rounded; and the shoulNOW"
ders
more sagging.
Everybody bass problem. What's yours?
For a personal
A postural survey of healthy
reply write to Abby, Box Wes, Los Aageles,
Cal. MOW rad
young men with an average age
apelese a stamped. self-addressed envelope.
of 26.6 years showed that 83
Hate to write letters? Seed $1 to Abby,
percent of them have a low.,
Box WM,las
As(sire, Cal. MM.for Abby's booklet, "How
right
shoulder, A similar surto Write WWI
kr AR Oeeasions."
vey showed an enormously
high percentage of young ladies
with rounded backs and winged shiNclers.
Look at yourself in the mirror—you are apt to see a passive posture that requires the
use of ligaments and the locking bones to keep upright.
A 111141RHAN IA. Comdr. James H Over- What's to be done to correct
this poor body balance that
street, 34, commander of the
not only looks bad, but is bad
plane shot doan by North
for health?
Korea. He's a Mississippian.
MAME IONE IT
First, correction requires an
awareness. See yourself as
FON TM &serf
others see you, and want to do
something about it. Good pos010110711nr•
IVO
ture or poor posture is as
h-xlsttual as any characteristic or
mannerism you might have.
Second, try to keep -in good
physical condition with moderate exercise. Physical fitness
has both physical and psychological benefits. It keeps your
body in tone, gives your body
structural independence, and at
the same time gives you confidence inyr
We've been making the some basic VW for so
make them fit older models. So there's
Thus you look good- because
nothing to
long now, you'd think we'd- be bored with the
stop a Volkswagen from running forever.
you feel -good, and you feel
whole
thing.
good because you look good!
(Which may explain why Volksw
agens ore
But the fact is, were still learning
Three, have a rf.gular spinal
worth so much at trade-in time.)
check-up to avoid structural
For no matter how perfect we think one year's
Starting from scratch each year con
get in the
problems.
model is, there's always an engineer who wonts
way of all that.
To improve in anything, you
to make it mgre perfect.
Just when they've ironed out the
kinks in the
must become aware of it. Why
You see, at the Volkswagen factory we spend
current
model, they have to face the
not become aware of the way
kinks in the
100% pf our time making our car work better and
next._
your clothes fit—in the back as
0% making it look better.
rimers ••• •••• fop. •••
well as in the front? Why
We'll never understand all the howl°
over the
els
Any change is on improvement.
"big changes" for next yeer's models.
CROSS MARKS area in the not become aware of dynamic
posture?
when
And
we
Your
do
make
doctor
new
of
parts
-This
we
chitry
to
is a poster depicting Sirhan B. &than,
Japan Sea where the PentaWeren't they proud of this year's?
Altai seso
ropractic reminds you that this
the Robert Kennedy assassination defendant. as an Arab
gon said a search was on
is
one
of the best ways to a•-oid
guerrilla hero. The poster is seen on streets of Middle East
for a U.S Navy plane shot
future low back discomfort,
capitals It reads "Sirtan Bishars Sirhan, a commando not
down with 31 men aboard.
and the best way to promote
an assassin" Distributor is the Palestine Liberation OrNorth Korea broadcast that
your..good health. •
grinleation, the Arab --war department."
It was 'Aar doWn "with a
't CisblPelitifer
800
Murray • Phone 753-8850
single shot at high altitude." ciAmi
ruilitst4 Siltv.of1 mi4,1441
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TREAT YOURSELF TO A
FLAVOR SURPRISE FOR
CEREAL - COFFEE FRUIT
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We don't have to start from scratch each year.
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reaching an end. It is possible
la the current monks Senior that Senator Hart has this in mind
Ildnerd Carney of Florida Ms Than he proposed his amendment
THE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY 00GANIZATION, now two
decades old, operates under this setup, with the Defense
be the Congress a bill to to Housing and Urban DevelopPlanning Committee Council at top. There are 15 members.
outlaw all product boycotts which ment Act. He does claim that
Ii in this same general area. present methods of home cooThe urgency seems
struction are archaic and exby the apparent fact the
pensive.
Is running short of forest lands While sekstaitial developmenfrom which Umber can be cut. ts have been made in the use of
Recent action by the
metals, plastics and other modtrance to curtall government ern materials for home building
buying or lumber and also pro- use, employment of these matervide for more selective logging ials requires a high degree of
In public-owned timber lands has factory pro-fabrication which is
apparently to some degree damp- strongly orposed by the building
ened the runaway price spiral -trades unions, and a large are
on lumber products, but this of the natko's building codes reremedy may be of short duration. flect this labor attitude.
Many members of the FederatAlthough in the past few years
ion engaged either as smaller there has been a growth in the
logging or milling operators as practice of tree planting for rewell as those in lumber retailing, forestation purposes, there woucharged that exports of logs to ld appear to be a substantial
Japan have created a highly in- question as to whether or not
flaticoary oceditioo as Japanese Mere supp/ies will De adequate
tnterests bki more for the logs to provide sufficient forest prothan is commensurate with the ducts to maintain a high level
prediction of lumber at reasons- of the usage in construction.
bie prices mbar American cooObviously, the demands on Am&boos.
erican forests are not destined
In a commtmication to the Fed- to decline. In addition to the
eration on this situation, J. Phil needs for housing, there is also
Campbell, Under Secretaryofthe a need for more forests for the •
D'Vertment of Agriculture, will- recreation of an increasing popdi has cool over the U. S. illation, and the demands for all
Forestry Service states that in types of wood pulp in a widely
1968, 2.5 billion feet of unpro- diverse range of products from
cessed logs and 1.1 Wiliam feet shipping containers, to roofing
of lumber were exported, re.4 material, to printing papers as
well as an ever increasing me
of household paper items. In
addition, despite the efforts at
Smakey the Bear, the threat of
forest Ores is an ever prism*
problem.
Thus, if Senator Hart is correct in stating that instead of 1.5
million housing units per year,
the ration needs a minimum of
25 million units in the next ten
years, restrictive practices in
building must be removed.
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Addison Page
To Speak At
Murray State

in Detroit.
He has alas produced three
films of art which are commercially distribeted.
His teaching experience includes classes in sculpture and
art at Wayne Stet. University
In Detroit and at the Crashes&
Academy of Art, Bloositield
Hills, Mich. He has also been
active as a designer with CamAddison Franklin Page, dir- eral Motors Corporation.
ector of the J. B. Speed Art
Museum in Louisville, will preNt.1.1 YORK (UPI) - Those
sent a lecture at Murray State
who dote on meaningful teleUniversity April 23.
Scheduled at 8 p.m. in the vision fare are always happy to
recital hall of the Price Doyle hear that another Xerox docuFine Arts Building, the lecture mentary special is on the way,
Is a joint project of the Mur- and the next will be April 23
ray State division of art and on CBS-TV at 10 p.m. "Th.
the Kentucky Arts Commission. Japanese" is a one-hour affair
it is free and the public is in- that takes a close look at modern
Japan and the character of its
vited.
Page was on the staff of the people as interpreted by former
Detroit Institute of Arts for 13 U. S. Ambassador Edwin
years as curator of education 0. Reischauer and his wife.
and as curator of contemporary
art. During that time he developed a program of televisWater should be hotter than
ion and film production and
produced a weekly television 140 degrees Fahrenheit to
program for four years on com- destroy bacteria on soiled
mercial and education channels clothing or household textiles.

OLD FRIENDS MEET AGAIN Twenty-four years after they
met in France when he was a GI, Paulette Reinhardt of Las
Vegas, Nev., and Bill Bischoff, Omaha, Neb., are reunited
in the resort city. She had been trying to locate him since
she came to this country in 1959, and finally reached him
through an ad in the VFW magazine. He now is 53. and
she is 30, married and the mother of an 8-year-old son.
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MN SNOOPY'S DAM MN
AND STOP THE CURSED RBI BARON!
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43—This is an official portrait of Britain's Queen Elizabeth H. made in Buckingham Palace, London, for her
April 21 birthday She is 43.

In Qiicago, the Mayor Daley
administratioo appears to have
worked out an arrangement with
the labor unions as modular fourbedroom homes with fully equipped 'adieus are being erededfor
'around $18,000, with Chicago banks financing the purchase ofthese
homes on a basis of $350 down
payments of around $in
per =Mt.
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Get your Snoopy's Spotters Chili Badge.
Free al stores Mat sell ihrt's White Breat
Is the wretched Red Baron. serious? Does he dare to think he can fly right here and
steal the new formula for Hart's' White Bread?
Well, Snoopy's not taking any chances. Phase One of his battle Alan is ready,
and you kids can help. JOIN SNOOPY'S SPOTTERS CLUB NOW. Start watching
the skr"Start listening for the unmistakable sound of the cursed
Red Baron's airplane.
And start wearing your official badge, so Snoopy will
know you're on his side.
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Watch this newspaper for Phase Two of the Snoopy
Battle Plan. He's almost got it figured out.
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MORE TENDER,

MORE TEMPTING,
MORE NICE

SiTrued PRETTY is the Apollo 11 spaceship, scheduled to fly
three astronauts to the Moon in July. It is atop its Saturn
locket at Cape Kennedy From top to bottom are the Command Module„._Seryice Module, and the housed Lunar Module:set to land two of them on the Moon itself,
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